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ABSTRACT

Currie, Robert William. Ph. D.
The

The

University of Manitoba, May 1986.

Effects of the Position and Apparent

Movement

of the Sun and

Colonvts Oueen State on the Orientation of Drone Honey Bees (Apis
mellifera L.l to Their Hives. Major Professor: S.C. Jay.
Drones

into neighbouring hives.
behaviour

and

drift

of this study was to determine if

the

that return from flights often make orientation errors
The purpose

of drones orienting to their hives was affected by a colonies

state.
Drones were marked

into colonies.

with individually

Acceptance

of

numbered

tags and introduced

marked drones was highest when drones were

introduced into the colonies in the afternoon after being confined

within the colony overnight.

The proportion

ted by colonies was the highest

of inLroduced drones accep-

when 50 drones were introduced

into

the

single storey colonies.
The proportion

of drones that drifted

between

pairs of hives varied

according to the colonyts queen Lype and the direction that hives faced.

In pairs of hives that faced east, or west, drift

between queenless

colonies did not differ significantly from colonies with virgin queens,
but was higher than in queenright colonies.
The

direction toward which drift

was greater depended upon the

direction that the pairs of hives faced. In pairs that faced north or
south, a higher proportion of drones tended to drift towards the west
than the east, while in pairs that faced east or west. a higher propor-

tion of drones tended to drifÈ towards the south than the north.

How-

queen

ever, these differences were significant only in south- and east-facing

pairs.

These trends

queen states and

varied only slightly in colonies \.iith different

in drones that were fron 5-25 days o1d. In south-facing

pairs, drones that drifted west did so after longer flights (45 min.)
than did drones that drifted east (35 min). The directions that drones

drifted

were correlated

to the position

and apparent movement

of

Èhe

sun.

More drones

drifted to colonies thaL contained virgin

queens or

trans-9-oxodec-2-enoic acid than Lo either queenless or queenright

colonies.

The

attractiveness of virgin queens to drones increased with

the age of the drone. More drones were aLtracted to colonies with

virgin

queens greater than 7 days o1d than

virgin queens.

The number

of drifting

to coloni-es with

drones attracLed was correlated with

quantitative and qualitative differences in the

different

younger

pherornones produced by

queen types.

Colonies with

virgin

queens

did not retain their

or+n

drones but

a

higher proportion (487.) was attracted back to the colonies rvith virgin
queens on subsequenL

flights (the

same

day) than was attracted back to

either queenright (102) or queenless (79%) control colonles.

in a pair

had the same queen state tthen the proportion

hrhen

both hives

of drones that

, queenless, or had virgin
queens was not significantly different. It is proposed that drones that
dirfted

between colonies Lhat were queenri-ght

in coloníes with vírgin
pheromones and

this

may

queens may becorne habituated Èo

the virgin queents

play a role in preventing inbreedÍng in feral

populations of honey bees.

are

I

CHAPTBR

]NTRODUCTION

Honey bee drones do

not forage or participate in colony mainLenance

or defense. Their only known functj-on is j-n mating with virgin
Virgin

queens mate

queens.

with fron 6-17 drones while in flight (Peer L956;

Taber and hlendel 1958; Adams

et a1. L977).

However, each drone

maLes

only once and then dies shortly after mating (I,{itherell 1965a).

Virgin

queens nate

with drones while in flight (Roberts 1944;

1956, 1957; Woyke 1960,

1964). Virgin

queens produce

attracts drones from distances of up to
Both rnated and

virgin

queens

will attract

lures and mated queens can attracÈ

Boch

of

mated and

et aI. 1975), but both

drones when used

and

virgin

pheromone thaÈ

(Butler and Fairey

more drones than

et al. I975). There are quantitative
pheronone production

60 m

a

Peer

virgin

in

L96a).

matÍng

queens (Boch

qualitative differences in

the

queens (Butler and Paton 1962;

produce the major component

of the

sex

aLtractant pheromone 9-oxo-trans-2-decanoic acid. The number of drones

attracted by a queen is proportional to t.he quanLiLy of 9-oxo-trans-2decanoic acid

in the queen's mandi-bu1ar glands

Drones are

not att,racted to virgin queen

the hive (Pain 1973) and are not
Lhe

hive.

trrlhen

virgin

drones even though the

known

to

queens leave the

(Boch

et a1. I9l5).

pheromone when

mate

with virgin

they are in

queens inside

hive they are not pursued

flight activity of drones and virgin

by

queens

overlaps (Lensky and Dernter 1985). Formerly virgin gueens v/ere not
thought to aLtract drones from other colonies or to retain their

own

drones (Butler 1939; Levents
observed large numbers

1951). Recently, however, Currie (I9BZ)

of drones drifting to colonies wiLh virgin

queens. Therefore colonies with virgín queens may attract drones from
other coloníes.
The nechanisn

their

own

that prevents drones from pursuing virgin

colonies as they leave on mating and ori-entation flights is

not known. Fornerly it
queents pheronone only
and

in

queens frono

r+as

thought that drones responded to the virgin

at heights

some ci-rcumstances drones

above 10 m

will not

(Butler and Faírey

1964),

chase queens outside of

congregation areas (Ruttner and Ruttner 1965a). Recently, however,
drones have been observed pursuing lures aL

I-2

m

(Tribe I9B2; Gerig and

Gerig 1983), beyond congregation areas (BuLler and Fairey 1964; Tribe
I9BZ) and pursuing and mating with queens returning Lo

their colonies

(Gary 196I; Ruttner 1966; Dixon 1979).
The position and apparent movement
absence

have

of a queen (Free

of the sun (Currie

1958) can also influence drone

1982) and the

drifL

and

may

significant effects on the amount and direction of drone drift

between

pairs. Therefore, these factors

experiments designed Èo test the number

rnust be taken

into account in

of drones attracted Ëo virgin

queens from neighboring colonies.

Studies on the drifting of drones are inporLant in the selection of
drones

for breeding purposes, to deternlne the potential of drones as

dj-sease
r+hat

vectors, to help undersLand

factors

queens from

may

their

reduced brood

how drones

Ínfluence thern while in flight.
own

orienL and to determine

If drones mate wÍth

colony (_i.e-. sisters) the inbreeding results in

viability

(Woyke I963a,

b;

Page and Laidlaw

1985). If

a

3

queen mates

with a drone that shares the sane sex al1e1e, then the

viabiliLy of that

queenrs brood

is

reduced

to 50 percent

(Page and

Laidlaw 1985). However, queens usually rnate with several drones and the

nixes in the spermatheca (Laidlaw and Page 1984). If only one of

sperm

the drones with which the queen mates should possess a sex a11e1e in
conmon

with her, then the brood viability of that

queen could

still

approach normal (assuning random mating) (Page and Laidlaw 1985).

Therefore, natural selection should favour queens that do not inbreed.
Drones often make orientation

errors, when ret.urning to their

colony fron orientation or mating flights, and drift into other hives
(Free 1958, I96L; iditherell 1965b; Currie L9B2). I{any honey
breeding programs, such as those

that

employ top-crossing methods (Page

et al. 1985; Page and Laidlaw 1985), require drones of
origin.

Knowledge

determine
queens

bee

known parental

of the drifting behaviour of drones is

necessary to

if the drones that are select.ed from colonies for inseminating

are the progeny of Lhat colonyts queen or if Lhey

may be drones

that drifted frorn neighbouring colonies. Drifting drones have also
inplicated as vectors of sacbrood (virus), Forest disease (virus),
Nosema, acarÍne

been

mites and varroa mites (Moreaux 1953, 1959; Bailey I972;

Bailey and Fernando 1972; Hanko and Lemkova L97I; De Jong et al. l9B2;
Tewarson
because

19E3). Transmission of these diseases by drones is of

concern

large proporÈions of drones dríft, they frequently drift to

more

than one hive and they can drift to colonies up Èo 150 m away (Currie
L9B2)

"

Drifting behaviour of
and apparent movement
queen

of

bees can also be influenced by the position

Lhe sun (Jay and Warr 1984) and by the type of

a colony has (Free 1958). Studying the drifting behaviour of

drones nay provide more informalion on how drones
and how

different

Lypes

The objectives

of

queens can

orient to their hives

influence their behaviour"

of thís study r,rere: 1" to develop a method for

individually narking large

numbers

of drones; 2. to develop a method

for introducing drones that would increase the number of
and reduce the
queen

variability in

acceptance between hives

types; 3. to determine if

Lhe position and

drones accepted

with different

apparent

movement

of

the sun influences the amount or direction of drone drift in pairs of
hives facing the four cardinal points of the

compass

if drone age or a colonyts queen type influences

; 4. to

Lhe amount

determj-ne

or direction

of drone drift in pairs of hives facing the four cardinal points of

the

compass; 5. Èo determine if colonies with vÍrgin queens attract drones
from neíghbouring queenright colonies and if colonies with virgin queens

retain their

own

drones; 6. to determine if the principle

component

of

the queents sex pheromone, 9-oxo-trans-2-decanoic acid, is the major

factor that attracLs drones; 7. to deLernine if drone age, and/or queen
age, influence the proportion of drones at.tracted to or reLained
colonies with virgin queens.

by

CHAPTER

II

LITERATURE REVIEI^/

Drones are male honey bees (Apis

mellifera L.) and develop

haploid eggs (Kerr 7974). Drones can develop from diploid
(Mackensen 1951),

few hours

eggs

but diploid drone larvae are eaten by workers rvithín

after hatching

and Knyt.eL 1966; l{oyke

unÈil adult

from

(Woyke 1965a,

7975).

b,

1975; Woyke et

The developmental time

emergence averages f.rom 24-25 days

al.

1966;

a

Woyke

fron egg laying

(Jay 1963; Fukuda and

Ohtani 1977).
Reports on the
Averages

of

life

span

of adult drones are highly variable.

13-14 days (Fukuda and Ohtani 1977; Currie l9BZ), 2I-24 days

(Kepena 1963; Drescher 1969;

hritherell 1972) and 54 days (Howell

Usi-nger 1933; Lavrekhin 1947) have been

reported.

The

life

and

span can

vary seasonally (Garofalo L972; Fukuda and 0htani 1977). Fukuda and
Ohtani (L977) found that the average life span of drones ranges from
days

in the sunmer to 38 days in the autumn.

The

13

mortality rates

increase sharply with Lhe begÍnning of flight acLivity (vJi.therell I972;
Fukuda and Ohtani 1977;
number

life

of flights

span

of

made

Currie I9B2). Survival decreases with the

(i+/itherell 1972). Neukirch (1982) found that the

honey bees

is

energy consumpLion during
Lhe nean

dependent upon

flight.

the flighL perfornance

and

Therefore the discrepancies between

longevity of adult drones in the vari-ous studies

may

reflect

differences in environmental conditions in the different geographical
regions at different tines of the year. Any conditions that reduce

flight activíty would result in increased longevity of

drones.

l,Jitherell (L972) feels that predation is an important factor affecting
drone longevity and the numbers and types

of predators in different

regions nay also vary.
Acceptance
Honey bees regulate

of

Drones

the numbers of drones present in the colony

limiting the amount of drone comb consLructed, regulating

the production

of drone brood and by evicting adult drones from the colony.
and fecundity

by

The age

of the queen influences the construction of drone cells

their conversion into worker cells

(Darchen

et a1. 7957), through

or

a

pheromone from Lhe queenfs mandibular glands (Darchen 1960; Chauvin et

a1. 1961). The presence of
amount

queen

of drone comb buí1t (Free

Drone comb construction
and the
and

total

number

or worker larvae can also increase the

1967).

is linited by colony si-ze, the time of

year

of drone ce1ls already present (Allen 1963; Free

l{illiams 1975; Free L977).

The presence

of drone conb stimulates

the rearing of drone brood (Allen 1958). However, even with

arnple

supplies of drone comb, colonies will restrict the anount of drone brood
present (A1len 1965; Free 1977). The laying of drone eggs is regulated
by the queen (Koeniger 1969, 1970) but workers also regulate the

of drone brood by destroying

arnount

and eating drone eBBS, larvae and

occasionally pupae (lrteiss 7962; Free and Williams L975; Fukuda and
Ohtani L977; lJoyke 1977). Production of drone brood can be affected by
Lhe queen, the time

of year, by

reduced intake

of

po11en and

nectar,

by low temperatures (Allen 1958; Gorbaczaw 1961; A11en 1963; Taber
7964; Louveaux eL

al. 1973; Mesquida

7976; Fukuda and Ohtani 1977).

and

Worker bees also regulate the numbers

of adult drones in a colony

by evicting drones in the fall and under periods of nectar dearth
(Ribbands 1953; Levenets 7956; Ruttner 1956; l,Jeiss

workers specialize

1975).

1962). Certain

in aggressíve acts against drones (Free

These workers chew and maul drones and sometimes

7957; Dathe

pull

them from

the hive (Free 1957; Mindt 1962; Morse et a1. 1967;Ohtani 1974).
Expulsion of drones is a very gradual process that takes several

in the fal1

(Morse

et al.

r¿eeks

1967).

Factors that initiate the rejection of drones from colonies

include:

1ow temperaLures,

the presence of a queen, the age of a

queen'

the arnounts of sealed and unsealed brood, odours of drones, the activity

of a colony, the

amount

of forage collected,

honey sÈores, and the genetic

Lhe amount and conditíon of

strain (Alber 1955; Levenets 1956; Free

7957;Orosi PaL 1959; Taber 7964; Morse et al. 1967; Holrnes and Henniker
L972; Free 1977; Woyke
t.ype

1977).

The amount

of forage collecLed

and the

of food stored are probably the most important factors controlling

drone eviction (Langstroth and Dadant 1922;

Phillips

19'28; ir/edmore 7932;

Free and Williarns 1975).
The presence

of a queen, the

and the environmental conditions

to influence the

acceptance

amount

of forage collecLed

and stored

at the time of introduction also appear

of narked drones that are inËroduced into

colonies (Currie l9B2). Acceptance of introduced drones can vary
betr+een queenless and queenright

¡þs

samê

colonies,

beLween

different colonies

date and throughout the season (Currie I9B2). Currie (1982)

found Èhat 36 percenL

of the marked drones were lost after

one day but

only 6 percent are lost fron the first to the fifth day after

on
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introduction.

The

initial loss of

paint marks coning off,

deaLh

marked drones may have resulted frorn

fron injury during marking, Lransport or

introducLion of the drones and from rejecLion of the drones by the
workers

of a colony.

However, Lhe most irnportanÈ cause

of drone loss

is probably the rejection of drones by workers of a colony (Currie
1982)" Wítherell (1972) achieved 87% accepLance of

marked drones by

throwing evicted drones back into the colony, buÈ this meLhod is

impractical for large numbers of drones andfor colonies. The proportion

of drones accepted might be increased and variability in
between hives reduced

if drones could be confined for

accepLance

Lhe

first 24 hours

or until environmental conditions are favourable.
FlishL Activitv
Drone

flight activity nay begin when adult drones are four

(Howell and Usinger 1933; Kurennoi 1953a; Kepena

their first flights
1933;

when

they are fron 5-7 days o1d

drones have usually made

o1d

Drones t,ake

(Howe11 and Usinger

Witherell 1970). Eighty to ninety percenL of drones

first flights before 6-L2 days of age (Kurennoi
all

1963).

days

malce

theír

1953b; Kepena 1963) and

their first flight. by 18 days of

age

(Howell and Usinger 1933; Kurennoi 1953b; Drescher 1969).
Most drone

flighL

Lakes place

in a concentrated period during the

afternoon and occurs aL the sane time of day in different geographical

locations (Lavrekhin 1960; Taber 1964). The flight of A. nellifera
drones

is temporally separated from drones of Apis germ, Apis florea

and Apis dorsata (Lavrekhin 1960; Ruttner
Wijayagunasekera

et al. I972i Koeniger and

I976). Flight. of A. mellifera drones begins

between

11:00 and 14:00 hours and ends between 16:00 and 18:00 hours (Kurennoi
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1953b; Oertel 1956; Lavrekhin 1960; Ruttner I966i Drescher 1969;

Garofallo I972; Strang 7971). Peak flight acLivity occurs

to 16:00 hours.

Drones can begin

flying as early as 09:00

beLween 14:00

hours

(TuchashivlLi L969) and will join swarms that leave the colony

between

09:00 and 13:00 hours (Avitable and Kasinskas 1977).
The period

year.
in

Drone

of

peak

flight activity

with the time of

flight activity begins earlier in the spring

Lhe summer (Taber L964; Lensky

Bolrshakova (1978) found
reduced from 4 hours

the end of the
The time

can vary

in

and

the

fall

than

et al. 1985; Lensky and Demter 1985).

that the duration of flight activi-ty

Lhe middle

of the flight

season

was

to 2.5 hours at

season.

of day that drone flighL acLivity begins has

been

correlated with daily temperature, relative hurnidity, light intensity
and may be regulated by a circadían rhythm

or an interval tirner.

However, the exact mechanism regulating drone f1íghL
known (Howell and Usinger 1933;

Lensky

et a1. 1985).

Queen

activity j-s not

Tuchashivili 1969; Witherell 7970;

flight activity begins at a fíxed

number of

hours before sunset (Lensky and Demter 1985). Therefore, Lhe flight

activiLy of

queens and drones may be regulated by an

ínLerval tímer that

operates using the tirne from sunset as a cue.
Drones nay begin

prevenLed

flyíng earlier in the day in hives r+here Lhey

were

fron flying on Lhe previous day and in hives with entrances

facing Lowards the southeast (Taber 1964).

hlhen weather conditions

prevent drones from flying, drone flight occurs earlier on the following
day (Oertel 1956; Taber 1964; Lensky et al. 1985). Taber (1964)
observed

that drones in southeast-facing hives

than did drones in hives facing souLhwest.

Èended

to f1y earlier

10

Drones

will not f1y if environmental conditions are unfavourable

and take only short
Drones

can

flights on cloudy or windy days (I^litherell I97I).

usually will not fly unless temperaLures are above 1B-200C.

fly at

LenperaLures as low as 150C, buL

flights at this

last only 1-2 minuLes (Drescher 1969; Bolfshakova I97B;

They

temperature

Lensky and

Denter 1985). Drone flight is not affected by winds at speeds of up to
25

kn/hr,

buL mating

with

18 km/hr (Bo1'shakova

drones

or

queens

flew

queens

I97B).

is hindered at wínd speeds greater

Lensky and Denter (i985) found

when wind speeds were

Released drones cannot

that

Lhan

no

greater than 14 k¡n/hr.

return to colonies when tenperatures are low

wind speeds are fron 8-16 k¡n/hr (BolrShakova

and

I97B). If the sky is

totally overcast then few drones f1y (l{itherell I97L;

Bo1'shakova I97B;

Lensky and Dernt,er 1985).
Drones

f1y for the purposes of orientation, defecation and nating

(I.{itherell i971). The fírst to fifth flights

for orientaLion

and

rnade

last from 1-6 minutes (Howell

Drescher 7969). The

by drones are usually

and Usinger 1933;

first flight of the day tends to be the longest

(33

minutes) while second and third flights average 16 and 30 ninutes

respectively (Llitherell I97I). The duration of flights tends to
increase with the age of the drone, with Lhe longest flighLs being taken

by the oldest (31-40 day old) drones (Witherell 1971). Drone nating

flights lasL

20-33 ninuLes (Howel and Usinger 1933; But.ler 1939;

Drescher 7969; Witherell
wj-Lh

I977).

The duration

of flighLs also varies

season. Drones tend to take longer flÍghts in the sunmer (36

minutes) than in the sprin g (26 ninutes) (Garofalo Ig72). Drones
average 2-4 f1-ights per day (Howel1 and Usinger 1933; Kurennoi 1953b;
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Drescher 7969). The number of

flights per day can be as high as

17

(Howell and Usinger 1933).

Attraction of Drones to Virgin Queens
Drones locate and mate wiLh virgin queens while in flight
and l^Jendel

1958).

Drones orienL upwind

to a volatile

(Taber

pheromone produced

by the queen (i.e. anemotaxis)(Bossert and lrlilson 1963; Butler and
Fairey 1964). The queents pheronone aLtracLs drones up to 60 m down
wind of her (Butler and Fairey 1964). If the pheromone concentration
falls below a ninimum threshold the drone flies in randon directions

until it locates the
drone

upwind'

The

until it either sees the queen or loses the
entirely. Drones must pass within one metre of a queen to

will f1y

queents scenL

pheronone again and then continues

upwind

see her (Butler and Fairey

drones are attracted

1964). In the presence of sex pheromone

to dark colours,

compact shapes

or noving objects

(Strang I97O; Gerig 1971). Drones are not attracLed to virgin queens

while in the colonY (Pain

1973)

"

attractant is Lhought to attract drones only when
drones and queens are in flight, above heights of 5-10 n. (Gary L962;
The queents sex

RuLtner and RutLner 1971; Pain

1973).

The height

at which

drones are

attracted varies inversely with wind speed (Butler and Fairey ß6a) '
(Tribe
0n very windy days drones nay be found within 2 m of the ground
Ig82). Gerig and Gerig (1976, IgB2, 1983) have sanpled drones in flight
using radio controlled aircraft and found drones within 1-4 n of the
ground. A higher proportion of sexually mature drones were found at
heights below 4

rn

(48 %) thar- higher up (19 %)'

Virgin queents sex

pheromones

are produced and released prirnarily

I2

from the queenrs mandibular glands (Gary 1962, 1963). Morse eL a1.
(7962) found that virgin queens with extirpated mandibular glands could

mate.

However, Gary (1962) reported thaL during the removal

of

the

nandibular glands sone leakage of the contenÈs was unavoídable. If the
glands were not

fully

removed

or if

some

sex pheromone remained this nay

explain why drones were able to locate gueens with extirpated rnandibular
glands.
The queenrs mandibular gland secretj-on consists

different

compounds, 15

of up to

32

of which have been identified (Callow et al.

1964; Simpson 1979). Two components of the r¡andibular gland are

attractj-ve to drones, 9-oxo-trans-2-decenoic acid and 9-hydroxy-decenoic

acid (Butler and Fai-rey L964). Butler and Fairer Q96a) found that 9hydroxy-decenoic acid attracted 1/4 as many drones as 9-oxo-trans-2decenoic
unable

acid"

However, Blun

to attract.

drones

et a1. (1971)

and Boch

were

with 9-hydroxy-Lrans-2-decenoic acid, even at

high concentraLions. hrinston et al. (1982) have
enantiomers

et al. (1975)

shown

of 9-hydroxy-(E)-2-decenoic acid affect

that different

swarm

clustering of

worker bees and suggested that the functíon of this compound in drone

attracLion should be re-evaluated.
Lihole extracts

of

queenrs mandíbular glands are

slightly

nore

attractive to drones than 9-oxo-trans-2-decenoic acid alone (Gary

1962;

Pain and Ruttner 1963; Boch et a1. 1975). However, 9-oxo-trans-2decenoic acid

is the najor

component

drones from a distance (Boch

of the sex

et al. 1975).

pheromone

that attracLs

One hundred Ug

of 9-oxo-

trans-2-decenoic acid is as atLracLive as the quantit.y of pheromone
released by a virgin queen (Butler and Faj-rey 1964).
There are two isomers

of 9-oxo-2-decenoic acid in

queen mandibular
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gland secretions and each has a different function within the colony

(Doolittle eL al. I97O; Pain 1973).

The trans i.somer

is

200-400 times

nore attractive to drones than is the cis ísorner (Adler et al " 1973).
The

cis isorner can be photoisomerized to the trans isomer after

prolonged exposure

to sunlight (DoolitLle et a1. I97O).

However, the

cis isomer has no activity in nasking the activity of the trans
(Doolittle et a1. 1970; Blum et, a1. I97I).

No

other

isomer

compounds have been

identified Lhat either mask or act synergistically with 9-oxo-trans-2decenoic acid (B1um
somewhere

in the

et a1. 197I).

However,

fatty acíds

produced

queents head may acL as ttkeeper substancestt Lo ensure

gradual release of the pheromone (Butter 1969; Boch et a1. 1975), while

other substances produced in the queents head cause drones to hover near
a lure (Boch et al. 1975).
Drones detect Lhe pheromone through

highly specific pore plate

receptor sites on the antennae that conplement the rigid spatial
conformation

of

Lhe molecule (Lacher and Schneider 1963; Lacher L964;

Kaissling and Renner 1968; Vareschi L97I; Blun et al. I97L).
Pheromones

that are

produced by queens change

quantitatively with

the age of the queen and follor+ing mating (Gary 196I; Butler and Paton
7962; BuLler and Fairey 1963, 1964; Butler 1967; Boch

virgin

et a1.

1975;

Simpson

1979).

used as

lures (Butler and Fairey 1964; Boch et a1. 7975). Mated queens

Drones are atLracted by both

can be more atLractive

1975).
to

The

to drones than are virgin

relative atLractiveness of different

Lhe quantity

and mated queens

queens (Boch
queens

of 9-oxo-trans-2-decenoic acid in their

et

al-.

is proportional
¡nandibular

glands (Boch et al. 1975). Newly emerged virgin queens have very little

I4
pheromone,
queens by

but develop about the

same

quantity as thaÈ found in

the time they are 5-10 days o1d (Butler 196I; Butler

mated
and

Fairey 1964)" Boch et al. (1975) found that mated queens have more 9oxo-trans-2-decenoic acid than do virgin queens Lhat are 4 to 18 days
old

"

There are also
produced by

virgin

qualitative differences

beLween

the

pheromones

and mated queens. MaLed queens produce pheromones

not found in virgín queens such as Lhose that can prevent oogenesis in
workers (Butler and Fairey L963, 1964). Virgin queens have a clearly

perceptible odour Lhat nay function in the mating process (Renner and
Baumann 1964; Boch

locaLed
found

in

et a1. 7975). This odour may be produced by

Lhe abdominal Lergites

in very young virgin

queens

(Renner and Baumann 1964; Boch eL

or abdoninal sternites; it is
or very

young mated

a1. 1975).

laying

glands

not

queens

However, Èhis coropound has

not yet been j-dentified and its function has not been deternined

et a1. I975).
the setaceous

The Koschewnikowts gland
membrane

of the queen is

also releases a

(Boch

pheromone r+hen

ext,ruded during Lhe mating

flight

(Butler 1967; Grandperrin and Cassi.er 1983). This gland degenerates in
older queens (Grandperrin and Cassier 1983).
The honey bee queents sex

attracLant

pheromone

is

produced by

dífferenÈ species and castes and possibly by drones. 9-oxo-trans-2decenoic acid

is

produced by queens

of A. cerana, A. dorsata and A.

florea (BuLler et al. 1967; Ruttner and Kaj-ssling 1968; Shearer et
L970).

However, the

flight

Lirnes

a1.

of these specÍes are different

(Ruttner and Kaissh-ng 1968). 9-oxo-trans-2-decenoic acid is also
produced

in the mandibular glands of workers in

(Crewe and

some queenless colonies

Velthuis 1980). Drones also produce secretions from their
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mandibular glands

that

can

attract other drones (Gerig L972; Lensky et

al. 1985). However, these glands
days (Lensky

et al.

degenerate

in drones older

than

9

1985).
MaLing

hihere drones and queens go on mating

flights

and

the processes that

they use in orienting to their colonj-es are not fu11y understood.
Drones can mate

with

queens from colonies up

Farrar 1956; Peer 1957). Mating
congregation areastt

or

may occur

to 16.2 kn away (Peer and

in areas terned "drone

ttdrone assembliestt (Ruh 1960; Ruttner and Ruttner

1963; Zmarlicki and Morse 1963). Congregation areas are defined as
areas where drones gather
queen,

regularly, irrespective of the

presence

in a location thaÈ renains constant over time (Ruttner

Ruttner 797I). There is
congregation

areas.

some evi-dence

Drones

to

supporL Lhe theory

regularly vísit the

same

of

a

and

of

drone

area (Ruttner and

Ruttner 1963, 1966r 1968), and these areas remain constant over

Lime

(Ruttner and Ruttner 1965a, 1968; Strang 1970; Rutt.ner and Ruttner

1972).
drones

Drones produce a pheromone

that

may be used

to attract other

to congregation areas (Gerig 7972; Lensky et al. 1985).

sometj-mes

follow virgin

queens vigorously

Drones

within congregation areas but

only short distances beyond them ( Ruttner and Rut.tner 1963; Zmarlicki
and Morse 1963; Ruttner and Ruttner

1965a). However, Tribe (1982)

reported that drones of A. nellifera adansonii Latreille followed mating

lures for up to 2 kn outside of congregation areas. During the honey
flow congregation areas of A. m. adansonii are virtually
ì-ndistinguishable from other sites (Tribe I9B2).
Drones rnay rely

primarily on visual cues to locate congregation

T6

areas (Ruttner and Ruttner 1972; Praagh and RutLner 1975) but Tríbe

that wind nay be an important cue.

(1982) believes

congregatíon areas appear

to

be marked by some form

in the landscape (Strang 7970; Ruttner
Congregation areas may be an

congregation areas

of vertical relief

and Ruttner 1971).

artifacL of the experimental

to locate thern. Butler (1967)

techniques used

The boundaries of

and Strang (1970) created

artifícia11y by training drones to visiL a site

they regularly exposed large

arnounLs

of synthetic sex attractant

pheromone. Tribe (1982) found LhaL congregatíon areas were
where the topography caused
more

effectively

and caused

where

ín

aír turbulence that circulated the

areas
pheromone

it to be present for a longer period of

tine. In flat counLry congregation areas are not well defined (Ruttner
and Ruttner

1965b). Quantitative data showing that congregation

areas

form irrespective of the presence of a queents pheromones and that
queens

f1y to these areas Lo mate with drones are required before the

theory of congregation areas can be fu1ly accepted.

Alternatively, congregation areas may noL be required for

rnating.

BuLler and Fairey (I96a) suggested that because drones find queens

rapidly, Lhat drones are abundant and widely dispersed.
areas

in which drones congregated.

pheromone system

for attracting

drones leaving a híve

Because queens have an

drones

efficient

sex

Butler and Fairey concluded that

in search o.f virgin

queens probably

random, seldom venturing more than 3 km. from there
knor+n

They found no

cruise at

hives. Little is

about the flight paths of virgin queens.

Drift
Li-tule is

and Orientation

known aboul

to the

Hive

the ori.entation cues drones use in locating

I7

their colonies.

Drones

f1y up Lo 7 km from their colony (Ruttner and

Ruttner L966)" The number of drones that return to their hive appears
Lo decrease as the dj-stance from Lhe hive increases (Levenets 7954;
Konopacka

1968)" Less than 1 "/" of the drones returned fron 3.2 kn while

27 % and 47 % reLurned fro¡n distances
The

of

1600 and 800 m respectively.

direction from which drones are released does not affect the rate of

return and drones are capable of returning even with Lheir
removed (0ertel-

1956).

Drones may

antennae

rely on the use of landmarks,

the

sun, or on a magnetic compass (or any of the above) to aid in
orientati-on to Lheir colonies (Oertel L956; Gould et a1. L97B; Gould
1980; Curri-e 1982).
When

returning Lo Lheír colonies drones often

make

orientation

errors and enter Lhe wrong hive. The movenent of drones t.o colonies
oLher than
Some

their hive of origin is termed "driftingtt (Butler

1939).

authors reported that 1eve1s of drone drift can be quite low (0-12

percent) (Butler 1939; Levenets 1951; t^Jitherell i965b) while others
found

that higher proportj-ons (50-B0Z) of drones drift

have

(Goet.ze 7954;

Free 1958; Currie I9B2). The estinated amount of drone drift varies

with the sanpling technique used, the
age

method

of calculating drift,

the

of the drones aL the time of sampling, the apiary layout used, the

environmental condit,ions and Lhe topography

I9B2).

Drones begin

drifting

when

of the study area (Currie

5-7 days old and drift at all

ages

(Currie I9BZ). Very few workers drift between pairs of hives spaced 1 m
apart (Jay 1966) however, the level of drone drift. is high even in

a

paired colony layout (Currie I9B2). Drones drift quite frequently (up

to 3 or nore tines) therefore, the

amounL

of drone drift

may be
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underestimated (Currie

7982). Currie (7982) shor+ed that

drones gives accurate estimates
when compared

drift.

to individual

mass marking of

of the proportion of drones drifLÍng

markíng techniques. However, because drones

more than once, mass marking does

not allow an accurate

determination of the amount of drift that occurs on a daily basis,

the number of drones drifting might change over tj-me or how the

of drones drifLing night
marking

change

how

number

with the age of drones. Individual

is required to accurately determine

and the frequency with which drones

Lhe araounL

of drone drift

drift under different conditions.

Sun Position

Oertel (1956) believed

LhaÈ drones do noÈ use

the sun as

an

orientation cue. However, Tribe (1982) suggested that drone flight to
congregation areas may be influenced by the position
(1982) found

of the sun. Currie

that drones placed in the cenLre hives of rows that

faced

N, S, E and hl at Glenlea, Manitoba (490 3Br N,970 09'W), tended to

drift

southward along east and west facing ror.Js, and westward along

norLh and south facing ror^rs. Drones

in pairs of hives that faced south

also tended to drift ín a westwardly direction. These effects have
observed

in worker

weak tendency

for

been

bees (Jay 1966, 1968, 797I) although Lhere was only

westward movement

in north

a

and south-facing hives.

Differences in the direction that drones drift appear to be correlated
wiLh the sunts position

in the sky and iLs apparent

movement throughout

the day (Jay I97I; Currie I9B2; Jay and Warr 1984), or possibly with
sun-related

phenomenon such

a

as a hive-shadow effect (Jay and Warr 1984).

At latitudes where Lhe sun passes directly overhead (e.g. Kingston,
Jamacia, 180 00r N, 760 45t

i,l; Jay I97I)

and aL

latitudes where the

sun
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passes towards the north

of the hive (e. g.

Tauranga, New Zealand,37o

40t S, 1760 lzt E, Jay and 1¡Jarr 1984) the direcLion in r¿hich workers

drift remains correlated with the sunfs position
movement across

bees on

and

iLs

apparent

the sky. Vollbehr (1975) found that 5 day old worker

orientation flighLs tend to leave

the sun and probably approach the

home

Èhe colony

ín the direction of

site from the directÍon of

the

sun. He hypothesized thaL a bee vould tend to make more orientatíon

errors to hives in the direction of the sun. More research is requi-red
to test Vollbehrrs hypothesis to determine if this mechanism operates on
bees

of different ages (Jay

and

l{arr

1984) and

if the

same mechanisms

operate in híves that face different directions.
The
The presence

Effect of a Colonyts

Queen Tvpe on

Drift

or absence of a queen as well as the

t

colony

s

queen

type may influence the drifting of drones. The presence of virgin
gueens

within a colony is noL thoughL

Èo

affect the nunber of

drones

attracted to the colony or retained by the colony (Butler 1939; Levenets
1951). However, Currie (L982) noticed that large numbers of drones

drifL to colonies which

become queenless and

in which virgin

queens then

ernerged. Free and Spencer-Booth (1961) found that drift of both workers
and drones was higher

colonies.

to colonies that

The differences

differences between the

r{¡ere queenless

in the rate of drift

number

than Lo queenright

may have been due

of inLruders repelled by queenless

queenright colonies. More research is required to deternine if
presence

of a virgin

queen

to
and

Lhe

in a colony can attract drones from other

colonies and if colonies wíth virgin queens reLain Lheir

drift to colonies with virgin

queens

or+n

drones. If

is greater iL should be determined

2ô

whether the drones are attracted by the

this is

caused by differences

in

Lhe

virgin

queents pheromones,

or if

rate of rejection of drones in

colonies with different queen types.
M,arking Techniques
Honey bees can be

individually

marked using several

paint marks of

nore than one colour (Harris 1979), by marking bees with índividually
nurnbered coloured

them

plastic or ferrous tags (Gary I97Ia), or by rnarking

with individually

nurnbered

tags from photographic prints (Verron

and Barreau I974; Fresneau and Charpín
disadvantages rvhen

it is

necessary

to

1977).

These Lechniques have

mark large numbers of bees.

Plastic tags can be difficult to obtain from the supplier
available in a limiLed

number

and are

of colours (S) and nunbers (1-99).

Photographic Lags are available and can be labeled with any code needed

but they are difficult to make. A technique is
large numbers of drones with individually
more colours.

needed

to rapidly

numbered Ëags

of up to

nark

B or
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CHAPTER

III

MATERIALS AND

I'ÍETHODS

General Methods
Drone Rearing
Drones r{ere reared

fron seven colonies each of which contained

a

dark strain of queens. Queens were placed on drone conb and enclosed in

a single frame queen excluder r+iLhin each colony.

Young worker bees,

worker brood and pollen supplements were supplied conLinuously

to

the

colonies. After a period of two days the drone combs containing eggs
were removed from beneath Lhe queen excluder and placed between frames

of worker

brood wiLhín

eggs only

in

the colony. Thus the

queens were allowed

Lhe drone comb. When Lhe brood v/as capped

ferred to other colonies Lo complete its developmenL.
brood was ready

to

emerge

was trans-

hlhen

the drone

(after 24 days), all of the adult

bees LhaL

were on the frames v/ere brushed

an incubator

it

to lay

off

at 300C. Drones that

and Lhe franes
emerged

in

were Lransferred to

Ëhe incubaLor overnight

were marked the following day.

Marking and Introduction Techníques
Newly ernerged drones

that

showed no

signs of external norphological

defornit.ies were selected, narked, and randomly assigned to each treat-

ment.

Drones were

individually

marked

with uniquely

numbered and

coloured tags (B different available colours). Tags were glued to the
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droners thorax r¿ith a rnixture of Cutexl
G1oss2

in a

@

@

nail polish

and white Aero

nodel airplane dope. Each group of 50 marked drones was stored

7x10x5 cm plexiglass cage

with screened sÍdes. The drones were fed

a solution of sugar syrup (1:1 sugar to water) and water and stored in
an incubator at

3O0C

until introduction into hives.

Drones were introduced

had ended
board

into coloníes after drone flight activiLy

for the day. A queen excluder

of the colony and its

boLtom box

was placed between

the bottom

to prevent drones from leaving

the hive. The drones were released onto Lhe top bars of the hive while
heavily smoking the colonies. The queen excluder was removed the following day to permit drone flight.

Descríption of Colonies

All

experimenLal colonies consisted

of single chamber Langstroth

hives. All hives were painted white, had similar lids
and were placed on 9 cm high hive

and bottom boards

stands. At the beginning of

each

experiment, colony populations were equalized so thaL each colony contai-ned

six

frames

of worker

was given equal amounts

bees and 3 frames

of brood and each colony

of stored honey and pollen"

Sampling Method

All frames, 1ids, sidewalls
carefully
the

searched

numbers and

and bottorn boards

of

each hi-ve were

early in the morning, before drone flight began, and

colours of the marked drones present in each hive

recorded.

r Chesebrough Pond' s (Canada) Inc. Markham, Ontario.
' Pactra l-nc. Los Angeles, CA. U.S.A. 90028.

L3P

1\,J3 "

were
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Statistical

Analvses

The assumptions

of the analysis of variance (ANOVA)

were tested by

using t'Bartlettts test for homogeneity of vari-ance" and by plotting the
1og variance against Lhe 1og nean

(Little

1978). Appropriate transformations
po\,rer 1aw (Southwood

1978).

and

Hills 1978; Southwood

were determined by using Taylorrs

However,

al1 data are presented as untrans-

formed means.
Experiments

The Effect,s

of Marking Technique on the LongevÍty of

Seven hundred and

fifty worker

bees

of

Caged hlorker Bees

unknown ages were selected

from the centre of a clusÈer of bees of an over-\"/intered colony during
February, 1983. The bees were divided into 30 groups of 25 bees each
which were Lhen randomly assigned

to five treaLments: (1)

bees

with

no

anaesLhetic, (2) bees anaesthetized and not marked, (3) bees anaestheEized and marked with Aero Gloss
and marked

@

Dope

paint, (4)

with a plasLic tag using Testorsr

anaesthetized and marked with a

@

bees anaesthetized

model

plastic tag usj-ng

glue, and (5)

Cutex

@

bees

nail polish

(as a glue).
Bees were anaesthetized by placing then

to

15

same

in a freezer at

00C

10

minutes. Bees (100) of each replicaLe were anaesthetlzed aÈ the

time, so that all of the bees in each treatmenL received the

exposure

same

to the anaesthetic.

Plastic

Lags vrere made from

in diameter that

Letrafiln l,fatt2 @.

Round

discs, 2.8

weighed 2.79 Vg were rnade using a single hole punch.

r Testors Corporation of Canada Ltd. l,Jeston Ontario . l49L IZ9.
Letrafilm, Letraset Canada Ltd. Markham OnLario. L3R 3L5.

2

for

rnn
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The tags were numbered, using
Two types

India ink, with a

.01-mm Lechnical pen.

of glue were used to secure the tags; Testors

cernent and Cutex @ clear

cenenL was rníxed

nail polish"

The Testo¡s

@

@

plastic

plastic

with Liquid paperr o (White) and the Cutex

model

model

@

clear nail

polish was mixed with white Aero Gloss @ model airplane dope, in a ratio

of six parts glue to one part colouring, to obtain

opaque

glues.

The

tags v/ere then glued onto the beesf thoraces.
Bees were marked

with Aero Gloss @ nodel

dope using

the technique

of Harris (1979). A single mark was applied to the Lhorax of each

bee

in each treatment.
The marked bees were placed

screened

5x7x10 cn plexiglass cages with

sides. SÍx cages with 25 bees per

treaLmenL

sugar

into

(i. e. 30 cages in all).

to water)

and supplied

cage were assigned

to

each

The bees were fed sugar syrup (1.5:1

with v,¡aLer ad libítum. The cages

vrere

randonly distributed throughout an incubator which was rnaintained at

300C. Cages were checked daily and the mort.ality of workers and tag
losses recorded.
The data were analyzed using

design.

The

five

ANOVA

on a randomized complete block

treatmenLs were blocked by

replicate. Differences

between treatment means were compared using orthogonal contrasts

(Snedecor and Cochran 1980).
The

Effects of Glue Tvpe on Tag Retention bv Marked Drones
Newly emerged drones Lhat had no external morphologícal deformities

were randomly assigned

to either treatment. Drones in

were marked r+ith coloured numbered discs available

Gillette

Canada

Inc. Montreal,

Quebec, H4P IA4

each treatment

fron

Chr"

25

Graze

Insti-tute1. In the first treatment tags were glued onto the

using the glue supplied with the tags (German Glue) and in the
treatmenL, the tags were atLached \,ùith Cutex

@

of

marked drones remaining

1983 and on 12 August, 1984 and

in

second

clear nail polish.

hundred rnarked drones (50 from each Èreatment) were inLroduced

of four colonies on 4 July,

drones

each treatment was counted

One

into

the

each

number

daily, for

a

períod of 5 days.
The daLa were analyzed using

with

repeaLed measurements over

ANOVA

in a randomized block design

time. Introduction

daÈes were treated

as blocks and the daily counts \,/ere treated as repeated measurenents.
The data were Lransforned

to

1og

+1. Differences

means were compared by using Tukeyrs

between treatmenL

nultiple range test

(Snedecor and

Cochran 1980).

Factors AffectinR Drone AccepÈance
Drones were introduced

tion techniques,

into colonies using Lwo different introduc-

each tested

day. Equal nunbers of

at three different tines throughout

drones were inLroduced inLo each

the

of six colonies

thaL made up the different treatment combinations of a single replicate.
The standard inLroduction technique (no excluder) used by Currie (I9BZ)
was compared

to a modified technique (excluder) in

r+hich queen excluders

were used Lo prevent drones from leaving the hive.
Technique Used and Time

of

Day

In the ttno-excludertt Lechnique, hardware cloth with
Gr_

".

B nm squares

three squares to Lhe inch) was placed between the brood chanber

Strunpfelbacher Strabezl, Postfach 2107, 7056 Weinstadt-Endersbach,
Germany
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and an enpty hive

box.

cloth, the

hardware

bees were

of rhe empty boxes.
hardware

lularked drones were then released onto the

I.rJhen

gently

smoked and

the lids replaced on top

all of the drones had moved

down through the

cloth and into the hive the hardware cloth and the empty

box

was removed.
The excluder Lechnique

that a queen excluder
board

of

each

differed fron the no-excluder technique in

was placed betr+een Lhe bottorn box and

hive. Excluders

were put

the botLon

in place at the time of

each

The queen excluders were removed before the next period

introduction.
of drone flight

began.

The two techniques were conpared when drones were introduced at

three different times of the day; i. e. in the afternoon (at 14:00 h,

C.S.T.), in the evenj.ng (at 21:00 h, C.S.T") and on Lhe following
morning

(at 07:00 h, C.S.T.).

Newly ernerged drones were marked and

introduced into each of 6 colonies. The experinent was replicated

10

times on six differenL dates.
Number

of

Drones Introduced

Equal numbers of drones were introduced

replicate but Lhe number that
The dates

of introduction

into

each hive

was introduced varied between

and the numbers introduced per

within

a

replicates.

hive (in

brackets) in each replicaLe were 9 June, 19E3 (18), 13 June, 1983 (63)'
17 June, 1983

(37),4 Ju1y,

and 12 Aug, I9B4

(25,50

1983 (100), 10

and

95).

over time.

of drones introduced

1983

(25, 50, and 95)

ExperimenLs on 10 Ju1y, 1983 and on

12 August, L9B4 were analyzed separately
Lhe number

July,

had an

to determine if variation in

effect on the leve1 of

acceptance
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All of the hives urere

examÍned and

each hive v/as recorded on each
were

the number of drones accepted in

of five consecutive

days

after

introduced. The data were analysed using a facLorial

drones

ANOVA

with

time as a repeated measuremenL" Replicates vrere used as blocks to

control for the variation in acceptance

between

íntroduction dates.

Drones introduced on 10 Ju1y, 1983 and on 12 August, I9B4 were analysed

to determine if variation in the number of drones introduced
effect on the level of

acceptance over

to square rooLs + I/2. Differences
pared by using Tukeyrs

time.

had an

The data were transformed

between treatment means were com-

nultiple range test

(Snedecor and Cochran 1980).

Factors Affecting the Amount and Direction of Drone DrifË
The

effects that the direction hive entrances face has on the

direction of drone drift were studied in paired hives. Four different
age groups

ferent

of

queen

drones lrere tested

types.

in paired hives that

The proportion

had three

dif-

of drones drifting frorn each hive of

a pair was examined over five days.
Twenty-four single-chanber LangstroLh hives were placed in

pairs. Hives of

each

pair

were spaced 1 m apart, and

were separated by a minimum distance

of

200

m.

12

pairs of hives

The híves were pos-

itioned so that Lhe hive entrances of Lhree pairs each faced one of the
four cardinal points of the compass. The Lhree pairs that faced each
direction

each had three

differenL t'queen states'r (Figure 1). In both

hives of a pair Ëhe colonies were either queenright, queenless or contained caged virgin queens.

FifLy newly-emerged, individually

marked drones were introduced

inLo each hive on each of four different dates, at five-day intervals.

2B

Figure 1. The arrangenent of hives to deLermine effects of the drones
age and queen type on the amount and direction of drone drift.
Each
pair was separated by a minirnum distance of 200 m.
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Five colonies were inspected for the next five consecutive days on which
drones flei+
Thus

to determine the

nunber

of drones drifting on each day.

four age groups, of 5-10 day-old, 10-15 day-o1d ,

20-25 day-old drones vrere present
drones

that drifLed

in

was measured on

L5-2O day-old and

each hive and the proportion of

four consecutive days.

The

proportion of drones Ëhat drifted was calculated by dividing the

of drones that drifted frorn a hive
drones Lhat r+ere found
experimenL was

each day by the

The colonies were dequeened before the
was introduced

vÍrgin
were

in the

queenl-ess and

queens were placed

first

examined

toLal number of

in that hive on the previous day.

replicated on 11 and 17 August

for

number

The

entire

1983.

first

age-group

of

drones

the virgin queen treatments.

The

in the colonies on the day before the colonies

marked

drones. Virgin

queens were reared using

the Doolittle nethod (Laidlaw and Eckert 1974) andfor by placing frames

of worker

eggs

into

queenless

colonies.

Queen

rearing was timed so Lhat

7 day-old virgin queens would be available for each experiment.

virgin

queens were caged

in 3.5x3.5x2.5-cm

two sides. The cages were then placed
Èop

of

each

queen cages

beÈr+een

The

with screens on

the centre frames, at the

hive, approximately 5 cm from the back of the hive.

The experiment vras arranged
measurements over

time.

in a split-ploL design with

The queen

v/ere Lreated as main-plot

repeated

state and dj-rection thaL pairs

faced

factors. Daily counts !¡ere treated as re-

peated measurements. Dat.es on which the experiment was replicaLed were

treated as blocks. A weighted analysis of variance in the logit scale
was used

I/2

to analyse the data (Snedecor and Cochran 19BO). A value of

was added

to

each cel1

prior to analysis. Contrasts

r+ere used

for
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comparisons between Lreatments.

Factors AffectinR the Relative Number of Drones Attracted to,
Retained bv Colonies

of Different

and

Queen Tvpes

The colonyts queen sLate was varied and the

effects on t.he

proportion of drones drifting between neighboring hives r.rere studied.
Four

different

age groups

of

drones \./ere tested

in paired hives that

had

6 different ttqueen typestr. Twenty four single-chamber Langstroth hives
were randonly assigned

apart.

Each

to

make up 12

pairs of hives that were spaced I

pair of hives \,Ias separated by a minirnum distance of

200

n
m.

Colonies were positioned so that all hive entrances faced south. fn six

of the pairs,

Ëhe queen Lypes were varíed

in the wesL hives of

each pair

(Block 1) and in t.he other si.x paírs the queen types were varied in the
east hives of each of Lhe pair (Block 2) (Figure 2)" All other hives
had nated laying queens. The

six different

ttqueen statestt Lested were

nated laying queens, queenless, caged mated queens, L-7 day old virginqueens,

)7

component

day-o1d

virgin

queens and trans-9-oxodec-2-enoic

acid

(a

of a queents pheromones).

Fifty newly emerged, individually

four different dates, at five day intervals. Five

into

each hive on

days

after the last group of

were inspecLed

marked drones were introduced

drones lrere introduced,

all of the colonies

for the next five consecutive days on which drones flew

Lo determine the number of drones

drifting on each day.

Thus

four

age

groups, 5-10 day-old, 10-15 day-old, 15-20 day-old and 20-25 day-old
drones r.sere present

drífted

in

each

hive and the proportion of drones that

\ras measured on each

of drones that. drifted

of four consecutive days.

was calculaLed by

The proportion

dividing the number of

drones

32

Figure 2. The arrangement of hives to deternine effects of queen type
on the proportion of drones that were atLracted to and retained by
colonies. Each pair vras separated by a minimum dístance of
200

m.
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that drifted from a hive
were found

each day by the

total

in thaL hive on the previous day.

number

The

of drones that

entire experiment was

replicated on 9 Septenber, 1983, 23 JuIy 6 and 13 August, 1984.
Mated

laying

queens had unresLricted movement

in the

colony

throughout the experinental period. In each of the five other
treatments the colonyts queen was removed before any drones were
introduced inLo Ëhe hive. Treatments (i.e. queen states) were alÈered in
these colonies on Lhe day before colonies were exanined for narked

drones. Virgin

queens were reared using

the Doolittle method (Laidlaw

and Eckerx L974) andfor by placing frames

colonies.
virgin

Queen

virgin

screened on two
frames

rearing was timed so Èhat newly

queens hrere present

Mated and

at the

of worker

of

into

emerged and

queenless

7 day-old

each experiment.

queens were both caged

sides.

t.op

at the start of

eggs

in 3.5x3.5x2.5

cm cages'

The cages were then placed between the centre

each hive approximately 5 cm from the back

of

the

hive.
The pheromone, trans-9-oxodec-2-enoic acj-d (Batch number HC 3861-2)
was obtained frorn Galaxo Group

methanol and 100 Vg/25 u1

square blocks

of

Lirnitedl.

The pheronone was dissolved in

Lhe pheromone v/as applied Èo 5x5x2

of plastíc foan after

Boch

et al. (1975).

mm

The pheromone

blocks were suspended in the hives from a wire, in the same relaËive
posit.ion as !/ere caged queens. Blocks with pheromone were replaced
dai1y.
The experiment was arranged as
measuremenLs

a factorial

ANOVA

with

repeaÈed

over time. Separate analyses were performed on the drones

1 Galaxo Group

Ltd., Clarges

house 6-72 CLarges

street,

London WlY 8DH.
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drifting to the treated colonies (rrattractance") and the drones drifting
from the treated colonies ("retention"). The position of the Lreated
colonies were treaLed as blocks (Figure 2). A weighted analysis of
variance in Lhe logit scale was performed on the data (Snedecor and
Cochran

1980). A value of L/2 r,¡as added to

were analysed. Contrasts vrere used

Observations
Four

of the Flight Activitv

different

age groups

with three different
spaced

I

m

queen

for

each ce1l before the data

comparisons between t.reatments.

and Behaviour

of Drifting

Drones

of drones u/ere observed in paíred hives

types. Single-chanber

LangsLroth hives

r+ere

apart and arranged in pairs with entrances facing south.

An

observatíon board (Figure 3) was placed on the entrance of each hive to

allow an observer to read the tag
returning Lo, the colony.

of the pair of hives.

of drones flying from or

nurnbers

Two observers v/ere posiLíoned on

The position

of

either side

each observer renained consLanL

throughout the experiment. Colonies were observed throughout the entire

flight. period of
and returning

to,

t.he drones, and the time

for

each drone

flying

from,

each colony was recorded.

In alI other aspects the experiments \.Iere as described in

the

previous sectíon for Block 2 (see Figure 2). Colonies were observed for
up to five days and four age groups of drones, 5-10 days old, 10-15 days

o1d, I5-2O days old and 20-25 days o1d were observed in each hive.
The

flight activity of drifLing drones was observed in

pairs, in a pair wiLh one queenless hive
had a
were

virgin queen.

in

Èhe east

and

in a pair

queenright

where one hive

The queenless hives and hives with

virgin

queens

hive of Lhe pair (as in Block 2, Figure 2).

Queenright pairs

of hives

were observed on

14, I9r 20r 27,

and 22
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Figure 3. Top view of the modified enLrance board that was placed on
each hive of a pair Lo al1ow observation of the flight activity of
drones. The arro!ùs indicaLe the direction of flow of bees as they
returned from or left on flights.
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Ju1y, 1983; 23,28,29,31 Ju1y, I9B4; on 01, and 03 August, 1984"

Pairs with a virgin

queen were observed on

06, 08, 10, 11, and 12

August, 1984; pairs with a queenless colony were observed on 13, 14,15,

!6, 17, 18, and 19 August,
The data on

LgB4"

the duration of flights, the Line of day

when drones

flew, the nurnber of flights taken per day, and the flight after
drifting occurred
randomized block

v¡ere analysed

design.

for indivÍdual

drones using

The data on Lhe number

which

ANOVA

of flights taken

with

a

and

the flight after which drifting occurred, were transformed to reciprocal
square roots and the data on tíme

of

day when drones

flew and the

duration of their flights were transformed to reciprocals. Differences
between Lreatment means were conpared by using Tukeyts

multiple

range

Lest (p<.05). The frequency distributions r,¡ere analyzed using a Chi
Square based on

the nunber of Èimes that individual drones drifted in

the differenL LreaLments.
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CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS

The Effects

of Markinq Technique on the Longevitv of

Differences in Lhe

mean

Caged hlorker Bees

longevity of workers were found in the

different treatmenLs (p(.03, Table 1).

l^Jorker bees

that

were marked

using the plastic model cement or nail polish treatnents lived signifi-

cantly longer (p<.007) Lhan did Lhe workers marked with Aero Gloss

dope.

The marked bees (from

all uarking techniques) did not

significantly shorter (p).05) life
unmarked bees. The

life

spans

of

spans than

@

have

did the anaesthetized

anaesLhetized bees

did not differ

significantly fron those of the treated bees (p).05).
Tag-retention times of the marked bees were calculated and

to

Lhe

l'/hen

life

spans

compared

of the workers in the other treatments (Table 1).

the tag ret.ention time was taken into consideration, no significant

differences (p).05) between treatments were found.
The EffecLs

of Glue Type on Tag Retention bv Marked Drones

Significantly (p(.02)
the tags

r.¡ere atLached wiLh

(figure 4).
Lags

more tags were retained by Lhe drones when

The

in either

relative

treatrnenL

the five day period.

nail polish

number

of

Lhan

with the

marked drones

German glue

that retained their

did not decrease significantly (p).05) during
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effect of various marking techniques on the mean longevity
and tag retention time from caged worker honey bees (Apis me11Ífera)
Laken from overwintered colonies of bees.

TABLE

1

"

The

Meant longeviLy
of worker

bees

Treatrnent*

Untreated
workers

10.51.5

Unnarked workers
anaesthetized
using cold exposure

at

(days)s.

9.6!.4

Mean

tag retention
time

10.5r.5

9

"6t.4

OuC

[,/orkers

narked with
plastic tags

10.41.5

9. Bt. 5

IL.2!.5

9. B+.5

9.r+ "6

9.1r.6

and

Testors

@

glue

l{orkers
narked with

plastic

Ëags

and Cutex

@

polish

nail

I'Jorkers
marked with

Aero Gloss
dope

tr
xvr

@

150 worker bees/treatment

Significant differences between means (p<.05)
t + Standard error

4T

Figure 4. Comparison of two different glue types on the retention of
tags by newly emerged drones that were narked and then introduced
int.o hives.
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Factors Affecting Drone Acceptance
Technique Used and Time

of

Dav

Significantly (p(.003)

more drones !/ere accepted by colonies r+hen a

queen excluder was used than when no excluder was used (Figure
number

of

drones accepted by colonies also varied

when drones were introduced

The

with the time of

(p<,O2). Acceptance of

significantly higher (p(.05) in the afternoon

5).

day

marked drones was

and eveníng than

in

the

morning.

There lras a significanL inLeraction (p(.001) between the introduc-

tion technique
(Figure 5).

used and the time

h/hen

in the afternoon,

of day when drones \{ere

int.roduced

the excluder technique was used. acceptance

r^ras

highest

the acceptance of

buL when no excluder was used,

introduced drones was highest in t.he evening. Acceptance of drones

the lor¿est Lechniques
The

relative

when drones were introduced

number

of drones accept.ed under

in

r¡/as

Lhe morning.

each introduction

technique did not decrease significantly over time (Figure 6). However,
Lhere was a

significant (p(.05) reduction in the

were accepted over the
Number

of

number

of drones Lhat

five day period.

Drones Introduced

There were

significant differences (p(.005) in the

drones accepted by colonies when
duced (Figure

7).

The number

significantly higher (p(.05)

different

numbers

mean number

of drones were intro-

of drones accepted after five

when 50

or 95 drones

of

days

was

were introduced than

when 25 drones were

int.roduced. However, the number of drones accepted

after five

not significantly different (p>.05) rvhen either

days was

or 95 drones were introduced.

50

44

Figure 5. The relati-ve effectiveness of two different techniques for
íntroducing drone honey bees into colonies at three differenL times

of the

day.
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Figure 6. The relative effectiveness of Lwo different techniques for
introducing drone honey bees int,o colonies during the first five
days after íntroduction. Points on a line followed by Lhe sane
letter are not significantly different.
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Figure 7. The effect of the number of drones that were introduced
on the numbers thaL were accepted on Lhe first five days after
introducLion.
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There I¡ias no

significant

inËeract.i-on between the number

of

drones

introduced into colonies and the number accepted by colonies over five
days (Figure

7).

Acceptance

of

drones was

significantly higher on the

first day after introduction (before removal of the

queen excluders)

than on the following four days"
Factors Affecting the Amount and Direction of Drone Drift

Effect of InËroduction Date on the
The proportion

Amount

of Drift

of drones that drifted from hives was significantly

(p<.02) higher on 17 August than on 11 August (Figure B). However, the

direction that drones drifted in paired hives, did not differ
significant.ly

between

the

Lwo

different dates regardless of hive

orient.ation.

Effects of the Direction that Pairs of Hives
Queen

State. on the

There was a

of Drift

significant ínteraction (p("0001)

queen State and Lhe

There were no

Amount

Faced and the Colonyrs

between

the colony's

direction that pairs of hives faced (Figure 9).

significant differences between

Lhe proporti-on

that drifted from paired hives facing different directions

of

drones

r+hen the

colonies had mated laying queens (Figure 9A). However, the proportion

of drones that drifted

was

significantly greater (p(.05) in pairs

that.

faced east or west than in pairs that faced north or south when colonies
were queenless (Figure 98)
The proportion
queen types were

or had virgin queers (Figure

9C).

of drones that drifted in colonies. with different

not significantly different (p>.05) in pairs of hives

that faced north or south (Figure 9).

However,

drift ffom

queenless

51

Figure B. The effecL of date when experíments were replicated on the
proportion of drones that drifted between pairs of hives spaced 1 m
aPart. n= the Ëotal number of drones observed (on which proportions
were based).
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Figure 9. The effecLs that queen type and the direction that pairs of
hives faced had on the proportion of drones Lhat drifted. n=the
total number of drones observed (on which proportions vlere based).
x represents Lhe overall means.
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colonies (Figure 98) and fron colonies with virgin queens (Figure
was

significantly greater (p<.00a) than dríft from colonies that

mated laying queens (Figure 9A)
The proportion

9B) was not

in pairs of hives facing east or

9C)

had

west.

of drones that drifted from queenless colonies (Figure

significantly different from that of virgin

queen colonies

(Figure 9C) when pairs faced east or hrest.

Effect of

Drone Age on the Amount

There was no

of Drift

significant (p).05) effect of

age group on the propor-

tion of drones that drifted, but the proportion tended to
the older drones (Figures 114 to

Effect of
The

Queen Type on

among

11D).

the Direction that Drones Drift

direction in which drift

was higher varied

in pairs that, faced north (p<.0a6) (Figure 10).
drones thaL

decrease

with the

queen type

The proportion of

drífted towards the east tended to be higher than the prop-

ortion that drifted towards the west when colonies contained

mated

laying queens. However, j-n colonies that were queenless, or had

caged

virgin queens, the proportion of drones that drifted towards the

wesL

tended Lo be greater than towards the east.

In pairs of hives that faced south (Figure 10), significantly
(p<.005) more drones drifted towards the west than to¡+ards the east.
The

direction of drift

queen types

with different

but the relative numbers of drones drifting in each direc-

tion varied (p(.005).
with virgin

was consistent beÈween coloni-es

Westward

drifÈ

queens (Figure 10C) than

(Figure 108).

was

relatively higher in colonies

in colonÍes thaË were queenless

56

Figure 10. The effects that queen type and the direction that paÍrs of
hives faced had on the direction of drift. n=the Lotal number of
drones observed (on which proport,ions vrere based).
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In pairs of hives that faced east (Figure 10) sígnificantly

more

(p(.0001) drones drifted towards the south Lhan towards the north. This
Èrend

did not vary significantly with

queen type.

In pairs of hives that faced west (Figure 10) more drones drifted
Lowards

the south than towards the north but this trend was not signifi-

cant and did not vary with queen type.

Effect of

Drone Age on

The proportion

the Direction that Drones Drift

of drones that drifted towards the rvest tended to

be

greater than towards the east in pairs of hives that faced north or
souLh, irrespective
drones tended

of drone age (Figure 11). Higher proportions of

to drift towards the south than toryards the north ín pairs

of hives that faced either east or h'est (Figure 11). In pairs of hives
thaL faced west a higher proportion of the 20-25 day-old drones drifted
Lowards

the north (Figure 11D), but the interaction between drone age

and the

direction of drift

Drone age had a

was

not significant (p).05).

significant effect (p(.0001) on drift in

easr

facing hives. Relatively more 5-10 and 10-15 day-old drones drifted
Èowards

the south than did 15-20 day-o1d drones.

Factors AffecLing the Relative Proportion of Drones Attracted to, or
Retained by Colonies trrlith Different Queen Tvpes

Variation

Anong Int,roduction Dates

The proportion

different

of drones that drifted to coloni-es treated with

"queen Lypes" was

significantly dífferent on different inLro-

duction dates (Figure 12). Drift to treated colonies was significantly
higher on 9 September, 1983 and 23 JuLy, 1984, than on either 6 August,

s9

Figure 11. The effect that the age of drones and the direction that pairs
of hives faced had on the direction of drift. n=the total number of
drones observed (on which proportions were based).
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Figure 12. The proportion of drones Lhat drifted to all of the colonies
treated with different queen types on the four dates when the

replicated. n=the total number of drones observed
(on which proportions were based).

experimenLs v/ere

Figure 13. The proportion of drones that drifted from all of the
colonies treated v¿ith differenL queen types on the four dates when
the experiment.s were replicaLed. n=the total number of drones
observed (on which proportions were based).
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1984

or

13 August,

1984. The proportion of drones drifting to treated

colonies on 6 August, 1984 was signÍfÍcantly lower (p<.05) than on

13

August, 1984,
Fewer drones

drifted from treated colonies on 9 SepLember,

1983,

than on the other dates (p<.OtlOi) (Figure 13). Retention of drones

by

treated colonies was lower on 23 Ju1y, L984, and 13 August, 1984, lhan

on

6 AugusL, I9B4 (p<.0001).

The Relative Attractiveness

of Different

Queen Types

to

Drones that

Drifted l{est
The

relative attractiveness of different

drones varied

queen Lypes

to drifting

significantly (p(.0001) with the position of the treated

hive (i. e. the block, in Figure 2) and with the age group of

drones

sampled.

BoLh queen

type (p<.0001) and drone age (p(.05) had significanr

effects on the proportion of drones drifLing (Figure 14). More drones

drifted to colonies with
to

naLed

laying queens (queenright colonies) than

queenless colonies (p(.002) but

drift to queenright colonies did not

differ significantly fron drift Lo colonies with

mated caged queens

(p>.05) (Figure 14). Significantly more drones drifted to colonies wíth

vírgin

queens

(to colonies wiLh young virgin

queens

( 7 days old

and to

colonies wiLh o1d virgin queens ) 7 days old), than to queenless
colonies çp1"009). The proportion of drones driftirg to colonies with
o1d

virgin

queens

did not differ fron colonies with

(p>.05). Drift of drones to colonies wÍth virgin
icantly different from drift to colonies with
was lower (p<.05) than

young

queens

virgin

r.¿as

noÈ

queens

signif-

caged mated queens, but

drift to colonies with the synthetic

pheromone.

64

Figure 14. The proportion of four age groups of drones that drifted
west to colonies 1 n away that contaíned different queen types.
n=Lhe total number of drones observed (on which proportions were
based).
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The
between

relative

different

number

of

drones at.t.racted

age groups

to

each queen type varied

of drones (p("0001) (Figure 14).

The

proportion of drones that drifted to queenright colonies was higher than

the proportion thaL drifted to colonies ruith virgin queens when the
drones were between 10-20 days o1d (Figure

14).

of drones that drifted to colonies with virgin

However, the proportion

queens i-ncreased (p<.02)

relative to queenright colonies j-n the 5-10 and 20-25 day-old
of

age groups

drones.
WiUh an

drones

in-crease in the age of t.he drones, the proportion of

drifting to colonies with

pheromone, increased

caged mated queens

or to colonies with

(p(.02 and p(.0001 respectively) relative to

colonies that had virgin queens (Figure 14).
The proportion
j-ncreased relat.ive

of drones drifting to colonies with virgin

to

queenless colonies

queens

with an increase in the age of

the drones from 5-10 to 20-25 days o1d (p<.05)(Figure 14). The propor-

tions of drones drifting to colonies with
change

relative to

o1d

virgin

The Relative Attractiveness

Drifted

queens

young

virgin

in different

of Different

queens

age groups

Queen Types

to

did not

of

drones.

Drones thaÈ

East

Drone age

(p(.01) and queen type (p(.0001) also had significanr

effects on the proportion of drones drifting towards the easL (Figure

15). Drift to queenright colonies did not differ signíficanrly
fron drift. to colonies with

caged mat.ed queens

(P>.05)

or queenless colonies

(Figure 15). Significantly rnore drones drifted to colonies with virgin
queens than

to either colonies with

queenless colonies

caged mated queens

(p(.004) or

(p<.007). The proportion of drones that drifted to

67

Figure 15. The proportion of four age groups of drones that drifted
east, t.o colonies 1 m away, that contained different queen types.
n=the ÈoLal nurnber of drones observed (on which proportions were
based).
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colonies with o1d vÍrgin queens was significantly lower (p<.02) than the
proportion that drifLed to colonies with pheromone (Figure 15).

relative

The
between
Lj-on

different

of

number

age groups

each queen type varied

of drones (p(.005, Figure 15).

of drones Lhat drifted to colonies with

creased

to

drones at.tracted

relative to both colonies wíth

young

virgin

caged nated queens

queenless colonies (p(.0015), as Lhe age group

The propor-

queens

in-

(p(.02) and

of the drones increased

from 5-10 days o1d to 20-25 days o1d.
The proportion

of drones that drifted towards coloníes with

virgin

queens increased

virgin

queens

relative to the proporLíon drifting to

with an increase in the age of drones fron 5-10

days o1d (p<.05) (Figure

o1d

young

Eo 20-25

15). DrifL towards colonies with pheronone

increased relative to colonies with young virgin queens with an increase

in the

age

of drones from 10-15 to

The Relative Proportion

by Colonies
Queen

of

of Different

Drones

20-25 days

that Drifted East That l{ere Ret.ained

Queen Types

type had no apparent effects on the proportion of drones that

were retained by coloni-es when drones

16).

The

relative

queen types
Hoi¿ever,

old (p(.002).

nurnber

drifted towards the east (Figure

of drones retained by colonies with different

did not vary significantly with the age group of the

drones.

the proportion of 10-15 day o1d drones that drifted was higher

(p<.002) than 20-25 day o1d drones.
The

Relative Proportion of Drones that Drífted l.{est that were Retained

by Colonies of Different Queen Tvpes
Both queen type (p<.00a) and drone

age

(p(.0001) had significant

effects on the proportion of drones retained by colonies of differenÈ

70

Figure 16. The proportion of four age groups of drones that drifLed
east, away from colonies that contained different queen types to
queenright colonies thaL were 1 n ar.ray. n=the toLal nunber of
drones observed (on whích proportions were based).
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queen Èypes when drones

drifted towards Lhe rr¡est (Figure 17). Drift

from queenright colonies was significantly lower (p<.025) than frorn

colonies with caged mated queens. The proport.ion of drones that drifted
from colonies treated with pheromone was significantly lower than drift
from colonies r+ith virgin queens (p<"0006)"
The

relative

number

queen types varied

17).

with the age groups of the drones (p(.00i) (Figure

The proportion

queens increased

of drones retained by colonj-es with dífferent

of drones that drifted from colonies with virgin

relat.ive to queenright colonies as the age of the

drones increased (p<.Oa) from 5-15 days
colonj-es wíLh young

virgin

with

caged mated queens as

days

to 20-25 days.

to 20-25 days. Drifr fron

queens increased (p<.05)

relative Lo colonj-es

the age of the drones increased from 15-20

Observations on the

Flight AcLivity of Drifting

Drones

Dailv Pattern of Flight ActiviLv
Drone

flight activity occurred

Standard Time)(Figures

occurred

at the

sarne

78-2I).

between 12:00 and 17:45 (central

The peak period

of flight acriviry

time of the day during each tine period when the

observations of the different treatnents took place (between 14 July

and

19 August).
Nurober

of Flights

The number

icantly

between

Taken Per Day

of flights taken by drifting drones did not vary signifthe three different queen types or

drifted in dífferent directions (Tabfe 2).
per day varied signifi-cantly

among

different

among drones

The number of
age groups

that

flights

raken

of drones in

the

73

Figure 17" The proporÈion of four age groups of drones that drifted
v/est, away from colonies t.hat contained different queen
types Lo queenright colonies that were 1 m away. n=the total number
of drones observed (on which proportions !Íere based).
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Figure 18. The frequency distribution denoting the time of day r+hen all
marked drones were observed leaving on, and returning frorn, flights
from pairs of queenrighL hives. Hives were observed fron 14-22 Ju1y,
1983.

Figure 19. The frequency distribution denoting the tine of day r.vhen all
marked drones were observed leaving on, and returning from, flights
from pairs of queenright hives. Hives were observed from 23 July to
03 AugusL, 1984.
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Figure 20. The frequency distributíon denoting the time of day when all
marked drones were observed leaving on, and returning from, flights
from pairs with one queenright colony and one colony with a virgin
queen. Hives were observed froLn 06 to 12 August, 7984.

Figure 21. The frequency distribut,ion denoting the time of day when all
marked drones were observed leaving on, and returning from, flights
from pairs with one queenright colony and one queenless colony.
äives were observed from 13 to 19 August, 7984.
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on which drones
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dronest ages in the queenright colonies.
Time

of

Dav hrhen
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The
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TABLE

26

6

56

47

29

32

drones

of

Number

queen types,

.Þ.

æ

B5

back Lo

their hive of origin.

significantly

Hor+ever,

more drones (48 %)

in the virgin

queen colonies

drifted back to their hive of origin

(Table 6).
Behaviour

of Drifting

Drones returning
and ran

Drones

to a colony generally entered without hesitation

quickly (in less than 15 seconds) into the colony írrespective

of the queen type. Flight behavíour of drones that drifÈed into
colonies did not appear to differ from the flight behaviour of non-

drifting drones. Very few drifting drones were attackeä by guard
at the hive entrance or after entering the hive.

0n1y 4 out

bees

of the

300

(I.3'Å) drifting drones were mauled by workers. Drones that drifted to
colony during the day were not rejecLed by that colony before the next
sampling period.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUS]ONS

Effects of Marking Technioue on the
Drones must be

individually

rnarked

evity of

Caged Worker Bees

to observe their flight

behav-

iour, to accurately determine the proportion of the different age groups
that drift, and to determine the number of times that individual drones
drift

between

hives.

Tags

for individually marking queens are made by

Chr. Graze fnst.' are difficult

to read,

and are available

in only five

colours in a linited range of nunbers (1-99). Other techniques for

individually marking bees are available (Gary 797I a; Smith I972;
and Barreau r974; Fresneau and charpin 1977;

Harris rgTg), but

Verron

have

disadvantages. They can be used to mark only a limited number of bees,
are difficult

to

make

or obtain, are tirne

consuuring

or

may require

anaesthetízing Èhe bees. A technique for rnarking drone honey bees in
which large numbers
t+iÈh

individually

of unanaesthetized drones could be rapidly

numbered

tags of up t.o B or more colours

marked

was

developed. The tags could be numbered from r-999 (or letter coded if
desired) and did not appear to affect the flight activity of the drones.
Cage

trials

were used so

that any loss of tags could be determined.

I{orker bees were used instead of drones because they are easily
maintained

in

cages and were available

experiments were conducted
Èo anaest.het.ize

at the time of year when the

(i. e. February).

Exposure Èo cold was used

the bees because it does not reduce the longevity of
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worker bees in the field (Ebadi et al. 1980; Mardan and Rinderer 1980).

This

mode

of

worker bees

anaesÈhesia

in

cages (Table 1).

The longevity
Ëags

that

did not significantly reduce the longevity of

of workers was greater

were glued

when bees were marked with

to the thorax with naÍl polish or model cement,

than in the trials where workers were marked with Aero Gloss dope.
However, the longevity

of workers marked with Aero Gloss

dope

did not

differ significantly from the controls. Differences in longevity

be-

tween tagged and painted workers may have resulted from, differences in

the solvents used, or from slight scratching of the surface of the beets

cuticle by the needle while

marking

with paints.

A smal1 number of tags fell off the bees in both of the treatments
where tags were

used.

However, when

tag retention was taken into con-

sideration, there were no significant differences

bet.ween

the length of

time that tags r¡ere reË.ained or the life spans of the bees in the other
treatments (Table 1).

Nail polish

was chosen as

the glue for affixing the tags

because

the longevity of workers in that treatment was slightly higher (Table
and because the tags could be applied quickly and
was

used.

The tags could be applied without

easily

when

this

glue

restraining the drones if

the drones were marked while they were walking on a queen excluder.
drones made no attempt
The Effects

to

remove

I)

The

the tags.

of Glue Type on Tag Retention bv Marked Drones

Nail polish
produced tags

was compared

to the glue supplied with the

to determine their relative effectiveness

marking drones. The glues were assessed

commercially

r+hen

for the first five

used

days

for

after
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into colonies, before the drones began

marked drones were introduced

taking flight"

The number

of cornmercially

produced tags

(i. e.

Gerrnan)

retained by drones marked with nail polish, was significantly higher
than the number of tags that were retained when the glue supplied with

the tags was used (Figure 4).

Nail polish

was more

effective for marking drones than the glue

supplied with the tags. The tags have a concave shape that complemets

the convex shape of the workerst or queenst thoraces. Drones have

a

wider and less convex thorax, therefore the tags may not adhere to drone
thoraces as well as to queen Èhoraces. The solvent in the nail polish
appears

to flatten the

German Èag somewhat and

the dronefs thorax. This

that occurred

when

may

this

makes

the tag fit

result in the higher rate of tag retention

nail polish

was used.

Factors Affecting Drone Acceptance
A honey bee colony regulates

its drone population (Free

and

Williams 1975). The nurnber of drones is limited by temperature, time of

year, íntake of pollen and nectar, queen age, the amount of sealed
unsealed worker brood, the odours
and the amount

and

of drones, the activity of the colony,

of forage collected

and stored (Alber 1955; Levenets

1956; Orosi Pa1 1959; Holnes and Henniker 1972; Free 1977; Woyke 1977).

Colonies regulate the number of drones by controlling the amount of
drone comb produced, by regulating the amount

of drone brood and by

evicting adult drones from a colony (Darchen et a1. 1957; Chauvin et
19ó1; Morse

et al.

a1.

1967; Ohtani 1974; Free and Williams Ig75).

Large numbers of drones are conmonly introduced

into colonies

during studies of longevity, mating behaviour, orientation behaviour or
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flight actlvity of drones.

However, very

little

is

known about how

colonies respond to foreign drones that are introduced into colonies or
about the number of introduced drones that a colony will support.
\{hen

large numbers of drones are introduced, their acceptance is

highly variable under different environmental conditions,

between

colonies of dj-fferent queen types and between different colonies (Currie

I9B2).

Low acceptance

of introduced drones is correlated with

environmental conditions (e.

g_,-

cloud, rain, low temperatures) that

prevent the foraging of workers on or around the time of introduction

(Currie 7982). Most loss of the introduced drones (36 7"), occurs

within the first 24 hours after introduction, and only 16 % are lost
between

the first to fÍfth day after introduction (Currie 1982).

More

drones are accepÈed by queenless colonj-es than queenright coloníes, but

the survival rates of the drones that were accepted by queenless
colonies are not significantly different from rates for queenright
colonies (Currie 1982).
The number

of drones accepted by a colony

upon environmental conditions during

appears

to be dependent

the first 24 hours (Currie 1982).

After that period few drones are rejected or lost

even

Íf

environmental

conditions are poor. Rejection of introduced drones during the first

24

hours may have been caused by worker bees rejecting Èhe foreign drones
because

of their foriegn odour or

because more drones are introduced to

the colony than it can support.
A new introduction technique was developed
pared

to the technique

used by Currie (1982)

in this study and com-

to determÍne if the initial

rejection of introduced drones was due in part to their recognition
the workers as foreign and Èo determine how many introduced drones

a

by
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colony can support. With the new technique introduced drones were
prevented from leaving the hive

or fron being pulled from the hive

workers by placing a queen excluder

ín

between

by

the bottorn box and the

bottom board.
The acceptance

of drones was greater

when excluders were used, but

varied wÍth the time of day when the two different techniques were

to introduce the drones (Fígure 5).

AccepËance

used

of drones was highest

during the afternoon when excluders were used. However, acceptance

rsas

highest in the evening if no excluders were used.
Young drones

are highly photopositive (i. e. they are highly

attracted to light) (Berthold and Benton 1970).

trlhen drones are

introduced into colonies they often walk out of the entrance to\dards the
sun when

it is low on Lhe horizen (Jay, pers.

comm.), although none

to be attacked or mauled by workers before leaving (pers. obs.).
queen excluders were

seem

When

not used the acceptance was highest in the evening,

probably because few drones walked out of the hÍve as a result of their

attraction to lÍght.

Acceptance was 34 percent higher

in the afternoon

than in the evening (when environmental conditions were usually less

favorable) when the queen excluders r+ere used to confine the drones

v¡ithin the colony.
The acceptance was

signi-ficantly lower when drones were held over

night and introduced into colonies on the following morning. This
be due, i-n

part, to a weakening of the drones, or death of

drones during the period

Therefore, keeping

some

of

may

the

of time that the drones had to be stored.

rnarked. drones

overnight for introduction on the

following day has no apparenË benefits in terms of inÇreased acceptance
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of introduced

drones.

to confine the drones within the hive

The queen excluders were used

for about 18 hours. This rnay have alloi¡ed the drones time to acquire
hive odours and resulted in fewer drones being evicted by
There was a

Èhe workers.

slight (not sÍgnificant) reduction i-n acceptance after

queen excluders were removed (Figure

did not result in

6).

However, the use

more drones being accepted than

of

the

excluders

the colony would

normally support. If this did occur, there should have been a large

reduction ín the number accepted after the queen excluders were
The use

removed.

of excluders appeared to allow the drones time to be accepted

by

the colony during the first 24 hours after introduction.
Number

of

Drones Introduced

The number

of

inÈroduced (Figure

drones accepted varied

7).

The number

with the number that

were

of drones accepted after 5 days was

approxinately equal rvhen either 50 or 95 drones were introduced, but

significantly lower

when onl-y 25 drones were

introduced. Optimal

was

accep-

tance was obtained when 50 drones were introduced into the single storey

hives (Figure 7).
CurrÍe (1982) found that very high acceptance of drones could
achÍeved when 100 drones were j-ntroduced provided

that

be

environmental

conditions were favorable. i{ithere11 (1972) achieved high acceptance

by

throwing drones, that were evicteiJ, back into the hive (although it is

not

known how many he

introduced).

The experirnents

in the present

study

were conducted under a wide range of environmental conditions (see
Appendix

1

). Levels of

acceptance of j-ntroduced drones might have been

higher under optimal conditions.

The

optimal number of .drones to intro-
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duce

ínto colonies in order to

maxÍmize acceptance probably varies with

factors that influence worker tolerance of drones e. g., the

amount of

forage, the queen state, the colony size, and varÍous envÍronmental
conditíons.
Odours

(lite vanilla) that

used successfully

rnask

in increasing the

a beefs acquired odours have been

acceptance

of introduced

queens

(Dixon L979). However, maski-ng of the drone's odours might increase the
nurnber

of drones accepted

support.

Treatment

of

above the 1eve1

each hive

with the

that a colony

can normally

same odour may reduce the

ability of guard bees to recognize intruders at the hj.ve

entrance

(tsutler and Free 1952), such effects might might confound the
experirnental treatment effects and accordingly masking odours were not
used

in this study.
The excluders were noÈ

put on hives until after drone flight

was

over and were removed before drones began flying the next day. Thus the

flights of drones (already present in the hive)
rupted.

Drones

of handling

that

were

would not be

inter-

either rejected by workers or died as a result

and marking could not be evicted from the hive and thus

collected on the queen excluder. 'Ihe introduction of drones into

a

colony did not appear to affect populations of drones already present in

the híve as no other marked or

unmarked drones were found dead on the

excluders.

Factors AffectinR the Amount and Direction of Drone Drift

Effect of Introduction Date on the Amount of Drift
The proportion

of drones that drifted

between paired hives that

faced north, south, east and west was studied to deterrn-ine íf the amount
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of drone drift varied
between hives

with different

between hives

that faced different direcLions using drones of different

ages. Although the amount of drone drift
Lhan on 11 August

significantly
amounL

queen types and

(r2 7.) (FÍgure B), the patrerns of drifr did nor

between dates (Figures

of drift

was higher on 17 August (L7

were

slight, despite

9-11).

7.)

vary

The differences between the

Lhe experiment on 17 August taking

place after the peak period of honey flow. The worker guards did

noL

eject drifting drones from the colony at the hive entrance, and thus
they did not visibly affect the amount of drone drifÈ.

Effects of the Direction That Pairs of Hives Faced and the Colonvts
Queen Type on

The

the Amount of Drift

drift of drones was great.er

pairs with virgin

between queenless

queens than betr+een queenright

pairs and

between

pairs in the east-

and

west-facing hives but not in the north and south facing hives (Figure

9). DrífL in queenright colonies in the east and west facing pairs
might have been reduced by some factor related to worker rejection of

the driftj-ng drones inside the hive. The greater drift of both workers
and drones from queenright t.o queenless colonies than

to other

queenright colonies reported by Free and Spencer -Booth (1961

attributed by then to differences beLween queenless

was

and queenright

colonies in numbers of intruders repelled at the hive entrance.

How-

ever, drift of drones Lo queenless colonies could appear to be higher to
queenless colonies than

drift are evicted
I'fany drones

drif t

to queenright colonies if the drones that

more betr+een sampling periods
more than once (Table 6)

queenless colonies may also be more

.

in

do

queenless colonies.

Drones

that drÍf t to

inclined t,o remain there t.han

drones
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that drift to queenright colonies.
Differences in drift between queenright and queenless colonies did

not occur in north- or south-facing rows (Figure 9). Therefore, the

drift that occurred in these rows must not have been influenced to
same exÈent

by factors related to differences in rejection of drifting

drones by the workers

of the colony. This observation

practical importance to
drones

the

drifting in

commerci-al queen

queen rnating yards

may be of

breeders. The proportion of

that

have rows

of

queenless

colonies or rovr's of colonies with virgin queens could be significantly
reduced (by almost 507.), by simply facing colonies towards the north or

south rather than towards the east or \.¿est. The reduction in drone

drift could

have benefits

diseases known

in reducing the spread of parasitic nites

to be vectored by drones within

The proporÈion

of drones that drifted

and

commercial apiaries.

between

paírs of queenless

colonies or between coloníes with virgin queens was significantly
greater than between queenright colonies when pairs faced either east or

west, but not

when

The proportion

virgin

pairs faced north or south (Figure 9).

of

queens was noL

drones

that drifted from paired colonies with

significantly different from queenless pairs,

regardless of which direction the colonies faced (Figure 9).

Earlier,Currie (1982) had observed that large

numbers

of drones were

aÈtracted to colonies with virgin queens. However, in Èhis study if

both colonies were of the saae queen state (queenless or virgin queens)

the proporti-on of drones that drifted in colonies with virgin queens was

not higher than in queenless colonies; there

drifting activity

between them as

was no apparent increase

a result of the presence of virgin

in
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queens

Ín the colony.

Effect of

Drone Age on

The proportion

the

Amount

of Drift

of drones drifting

between

pairs tended to

decrease

as the age of the drones increased (Figure 11). This decrease in drift
Has

not statistically significant, but older drones

may nake

slightly

fewer orient.ation errors due to their increased flight experience.

Effect of

Queen Type on

the Direction that Drones Drift

Honey bee workers and drones oft.en nake

drift into other hives (Free 1958).

orientati-on errors

The pattern

of drift of

and

both

workers (Jay 1968, I97L; Volbergh 1975; Jay and Warr 1984) and drones

(Currie I9B2), in rows that face N, S, E, and W, appears to

be

influenced by the relative position of the sun and by the apparent
movement

of the sun across the

l{hen rows

sky.

of hives are arranged to face easÈ or west in the north-

ern hemisphere where the relative position of the sun is to the south,

the drifÈing of worker bees is greater towards the south than to the
north (Jay 19ou). l{hen rows of hives that face east or west are placed

in the southern

hemisphere where the

relative position of the

towards the north, then more bees tend

l{arr 1984).

When rows

sun

to drift to the north (Jay and

of hives face east or \^/est located closer

equator where the sun passes almost

is

directly overhead, then

Ëo the

the

proportion of bees that drifts Lowards the north and towards the south
are sirnilar (Jay 1971). At all three latitudes there is a tendency for
more worker bees

1968,

to dríft towards the west than towards the east (Jay

I97I; Jay and Warr 1984).
The

drifting of drones in rows of five hives is also greater
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towards the south

(in east- and west-facing rows) and greater

towards

the west (in north- and south-facing rows) in the northern hemisphere

(Currie 1982). Drone drift is greater towards the west than towards the
easÈ

in pairs of hives that face south (Currie L9B2). During the period

of drone flight activity in the present
sun

relative to the hives

appeared

to

behaviour

move westward

was tov/ards

experi-ments

the position of the

the south west and the

sun

across the sky (Appendix 2). The drifting

of drones is influenced by the position, apparent movement of

the sun, or both. Although, it was previ-ously thought that drones did
not use the sun as a cue in orienting to their hives (Oerte1 1956).
The

fact that drones appear to be affected in

of workers are is a further test of

Jay

apparent movement of the sun influence

t

Èhe sane v¡ay as that

s theory that the position

drift,

because drone

and

flight

activity differs from that of workers. Factors that nay influence
worker

drift, like the locatíon of najor forage sources (Jay and l{arr

1984), do not affect drone drift because drones do not forage. Driftíng
drones

in this study

were

not examined or attacked by worker guards at

the hive entrance whereas guard bees oft.en stop, examine and

evict drifting workers (Butler

and Free

restricted period in the afternoon

1952).

Drones

when Lhe sunts

sometj-mes

f1y during

a

position is in the

south to the southwest (Appendix 2), while workers will usually fly
throughout the day if environmental conditions are acceptable. Drones

also fly under a more limiËed range of environmental conditions than

workers. l)rones will not f1y, or will
temperatures are below 15
18 km per hour,

or

when

to

make

only short flights,

do

when

180C, when wind speeds are greater than 8-

the sky is totally overcast (Witherell

1971;
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Bol'Shakova 1978; Lensky and Dempter 1985).
As large numbers of drones had been observed
between members

earlier to drifL

of a pair of hives (Currie I9B2), the influence of

position and apparenL

movement

drones were studied between

the

of the sun on the drifting behaviour of

pairs of hi-ves. The relative

number of

that drifted in different directions varied with the direction
that the pairs faced, Lhe colony t s queen state and Èhe age of the drone
drones

(Figures 10 and 11). However, more drones tended Lo drift westward than
eastward

in pairs of hives that faced towards the north or south,

more drones t.ended

to drift

southward than northward

in east-

and

and west-

facing pairs (Figures 10 and 11). This trend was sratistically
significanL only in sout,h- and east-facing pairs (Figures 10 and 11).
These

results corroborate those of Currie (1982) and support

Lhe

hypothesis that drift of drones would be influenced by the position
apparent movement

of the sun in paired hives in the

same way

as

and

when

longer rows of hives are used.
The directions
beLween colonies

in which drones drifted did not vary significantly

with different

queen

state in either the east-

and

west-facing pairs, but varied with queen type in the north- and south-

facing pairs (Figure 10). In the south-facing pairs drift
consi-stently greater towards the west and was significantly
pronounced

in colonies with virgin

queens (Figure

was

more

10). fn north-facing

queenright pairs, more drones drifted tou¡ards the east than torvards the
west buL in the queenless pairs, and in the pairs with virgin queens,

drift

was greater towards the west than towards

In the northern
drones

to drift west,

hemisphere the tendency

appears

the east

of both workers and

to be less consistent. in norÈh-facing

rows
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Ëhan

in south-facing rows (Jay 1968; Currie I9B2)" Earlier, Currie
attributed the variation in drone drift to differences in

(L982)

worker

populations in differenL hives. In this study, differences in the rates

of rejection of drones by workers in different colonies were mimimized
by equalizing colony populations and food supplies aL the start of each

experinent. However, the direction that drones drifted

was

still

nore

variable in north-facing rows (Figure 10). It is of interest that in
the southern hemisphere where the relative position of the sun is
towards the north, the westr+ardly tendency

for worker drift

was more

variable in south-facing rows than in north-facing rows (Jay and l{arr
i9B4).
The influence

of the sunrs position, its apparent movemenL, or

both, appears to influence drift in north- and south-facing rows to
great.er extent when the hive ent.rances face the

sun.

Bees

that

a

approach

hives with their ttbackstt Èo Lhe sun may be more susceptible to orÍent.a-

tion errors
The

caused by the position

Effect of

Drone Age on the

or

movement

of the

sun.

Dírection that Drones Drift

Vollbehr (L975) observed that young (5 day old) worker bees in

west

facing rows fly ouL Lowards the sun on orientation flights and approach
the

home

further
flight.
if this
if the

sit.e from the direction of the sun. Thus, drifting bees end

down

the row in the direction of the sun with each

More work

is

needed

mechanism operates

bees

same mechanism operates

In the present study
towards the west

subsequent

to test Volberhrs hypothesis to

in

t,he

in

up

deterraine

of all ages (Jay and l,Jarr 1984), and

rows

relative

that face dífferent directions.
number

of drones that drift

or towards the south tended to

decrease

slightly with
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the age of the drone, but this relative decrease \,/as statÍstically

significant only in the east facing pairs (Figure 11).
that drones of different

age groups

drifted

remained

The direction

quite consistent

with hive orientation with the exception of west-facing rows (Figure
11), where drones thaÈ were 20-25 days o1d drifted nore tovrards the
north than tolrards the south (Figure 11). Drones that were 20-25
o1d

days

(in queenright colonies facing south) drifted significantly later in

the day (Tab1e 4), at approximately 15:45 hrs. (Table 4)
position was to the west (Appendix 2).

Younger drones

rhe sun's

when

drifted earlier

(Table 4) in the day when the sunts position was more towards the south,
(Appendix

2) and tended to drifr more to the south.

The southward tendency

of drift in east-facing pairs

was

not

as

great for older drones as for younger drones (Figure 11). This nay
because
vras

older drones drifLed later in the day

not as far to the south (Appendix 2).

Lhe southward tendency

when

the sunrs direction

In the northern

for drift of both workers

be

hemisphere,

and drones tends

to

be

less pronounced in west- and east-facing rows (Jay 1968; Currie I9B2)
and

is also apparent in hives in the southern

1984). This Lrend was far

more pronounced

hemisphere (Jay and l^/arr

in drones (Figure

10 and 11)

than Jay (1968) found it Lo be for workers, and may be related to

differences in the tine of day when workers and drones drift.
east-facing rows tend to f1y earlier in the afternoon than j-n

Drones
wesÈ-

facing rows (Taber 1964). If drone f1Íght in east facing rows

earlier in

Lhe day, when the sunrs posiÈon

ends

is stil1 towards the south,

this might explain the quantitative differences in the direction that
drones

drift

between east and west

facing rows. However, it is not

in
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if sirnilar conditions influence worker bees, as it. is not known at
what time of day that most workers drift.
known

A second mechanism by which the sun nay influence drift is through

its apparent

movenent across

the sky (i. e. the change in azimuth angle)

(Jay r97r; vollbehr 1975; currie rg12). During rhe period rhar a drone

is on a mating flighÈ

(mean 30

rnin.) (l.rli-therell- I97I), the sunrs azimuth

angle can change 12 degrees (Appendix 2). rf any insect returníng to

its nest after a 30 ninuLe flight
had no mechansim

for

compensating

used the sun as an

orientation cue and

for the sunts apparent

novement

it

could be displaced by alnost 100 m (Gould rg92). This displacement

could cause bees to drift in the direction of the apparent
Èhe sun (Appendix 3)

when

of

"

However, worker bees can use the sun as a compass
and can compensate

movement

for the

apparent. movement

of the

for navigating

sun across the sky

they are both communicating and navigating (Frisch 1967). Workers

are thought to extrapolate the most recent rate of change in the azimuth
angle of the sun t.hat they have seen, to compensate for the sunrs
movement

of

during the day (Gou1d L9B2). If honey bees calculate the rate

change

of the sun perfectly

Lhen

the sunts

movement should

not

cause

orientati-on errors. However, extrapolation does not. give precise
estimates of the sunts posit.ion because the azimuth angle does not
change

at a constant rate throughout the day (Gou1d rg92) (see also

Appendix 2).
l'Jorkers require up Lo 500

flights before they can fully use the

sun

as a compass (Lindauer 1961), but drones only make up to 94 flights
(median 30) during Lheir

must

either learn to

lífetime (i{ítherall 1971). Therefore, drones

make use

of the sun as a compass earlier in their
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life or may not. use the
get

rnuch

sun as a conpass

at all.

The

fact that

drones

less flight experience during theír life than do workers

one reason why drones make more

Errors

rnade

ting could also
azimuth angle

may be

orientation errors than do workers.

in ext.rapolating the sunts azimuth angle while naviga-

cause

of the

drifting errors for eit.her workers or drones.

sun increases during the morning,

The

is at. its

greatest around noon, and decreases unt.il sunset. Theoretically, (Ín

a

south-facing row), when the rate of change of the sunts position is
increasi-ng

(in the morning) the

movement and

change

bees should undercompensaLe

drift should be greater towards the west.

for its

When

the rat,e of

of the sunts azimuth angle is decreasing (in the afternoon),

then

the bees should overcompensaLe and drift should be greater towards the
east (Appendix 3).

rf errors in extrapolating
movernent

changes

in the rate of the

apparent

of the sun cause drifting errors they should occur more

frequently with drones on longer flights than with drones on shorter

ones. Therefore, drones that drift as a result of naking errors in
extrapolating the rate of change of the sun, should do so after longer

flights than those drones that drift for other reasons. rt is of
terest that drones that drifted west, did so after longer flights

j-nthan

did drones that drifted east (Table 5, queenright pairs).
Drones

flew (Figures 18-21)

afÈernoon when the
(Appendix

2).

and

drifred (Table 4) only in

rate of the sunfs azinuth angle

More drones

drifted

toward.s

rhe

was decreasing

the west than Èowards the

east (Figure 11). This is opposite to the direction that would be
predicted by Gouldfs theory (L?BZ) if the bees extrapolated Lhe

change

r02

in azimuth angles of the sun
of

change

3).

However,

if the

combination

in azimuth and change in zenith angles of the sun are

considered together, then
appears

(Appendix

the rate of

in the position of the

sun

to increase at about 15:45 (Appendix 2) which is the tine of

day

change

drifted (Table 4). Gould (1982) sLudied the

when most drones

mechanisn

that. workers use to compensate for the sunts movement by preventing
workers from foraging

for periods of two hours and then deter¡nini-ng how

their orientation to food sources v/as affected.
considered possible effects

He may noË have

of the combination of

azi-muth and zenith

of the sun because his experiments took place around noon when
the rate of change in the zenith angle of the sun is relatively srna11.
rf the conbined effects of the change in the sunts zeniÈh and

angles

azimut.h angles

are considered toget.her, then

Èhe sunrs

position

to increase at a faster rate later in the day (Appendix 2),
westward tendency

of drift is consistent with what

bees extrapolated

to

compensat.e

for

t.he movement.

appears

and the

would be predicted

if

of the sun but under-

estimated its rate of movement (Appendix 3) "
Worker bees

f1y throughout the rnorning and the afternoon,

relative position of the sun is

changing

when the

at decreasíng and increasing

rates respectively. Therefore, workers might be expected to

show

a less

consistent westv/ard tendency for drift Èhan drones, which f1y only in
the afternoon (not considering any effects that the position of the
might have on drift).

in fact

show

The movement

of workers in west-facing rows does

only a slight t.endency for westward movement along

(Jay 1968, I97I). However, the tendency for westward
workers along rows
and

movement

is greater at latitudes near the equator

in the southern

hemisphere (New

sun

rows

of

(Jamaica)

Zealand). rt is not known at
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present what length of time workers f1y before drifting in different

directions' or what time of day most workers drift at various latitudes.
The drifting of drones is probably influenced to some extent by
both Èhe position and the apparent

movement

of the sun.

The proportion

of drones that drifted towards the direction of the sun v¿as not significantly lower for older drones. The direction of drone drift is
consistent with that which would be expected if drones could not
conpensate

for the apparent movement. of the sun.

However,

it is also

consistent with Gouldrs hypothesis that bees can extrapolate the rate of

the sunts

movement throughout Lhe day

if the extrapolat.ion is

based upon

the conbined effects of Lhe sunts azimuth and zenith angles. Given that
workers are able

to

compensat.e

for the apparent

movement

of the sun

(Frisch 7967) and that the pattern of worker drift is sinilar to that of
drones, the latter hypothesis is more tenable.
Factors Affecting the Proportion of Drones Attracted to, and Retained

bv, Colonies with Different
The proportíon

Queen Tvpes

of drifLing

drones

attracted to (Figure 12)

and

retained by (Figure 13) the treated colonies differed on different

dates. 0n 9 SepÈember, 1983, a high proportion of drones was retained
by the treated colonies (Figure 13) yet attractÍon of drones Èo the

treated colonies was still
consi-sted

of 2 colonies that

queenless and

respecL

high (Figure 12). The treated colonies

to

were queenright, 2 colonies

I other colonies that

queen

that

were

were queenless but diff,ered with

state. In periods oi nectar dearth,

queenless colonies

are nore tolerant of drones (Free and Spencer-Booth 196I; woyke 1977).

rn the present tests the

honey flow was over by 9 septeriber and the

ro4

treat,ed colonies had no laying queens. Therefore, workers in the

treated colonies

may have been more

tolerant of drifting drones Èhan

those ín the queenright. colonies. Fewer drones rnay have appeared to

drift from the queenless colonies to the queenright colonies in
september, either because more were rejected by guard bees at the hive
entrance of queenright colonies or because ¡nore drones were evict.ed from
the queenright colonies.
Queenless

(treated) colonies retained

more drones on 9 September,

1983, (Figure 13) than on other dates, but the relative numbers of

attracted to' or retained by, colonies undergoing each treatment
did not vary significanLly on different dates. Therefore, although
drones

seasonal effects influenced drone

relative

numbers

drift, they did not affect

the

of drones att,racted to colonies of different

queen

Lypes.

The Relative Attractiveness

of Different

rn colonies with dífferent

ueen TyDes t.o Drones

queen Lypes containing drones of

differenL age groups, the direction Èhat drones drifted was most
consistent in pairs of hives thaL faced south (Figure 10 and 11). Drift
in south-facing pairs was also less influenced. by the rejectÍon of

drifting drones by workers (Figure 9, see previous discussion,

page 94).

Therefore, ÍË was decided to use south-facing pairs to deterrnine if

different

queen

states or

pheromones could

attracË drones from

neighboring hives.

rn south-facing pairs with the
drones

same queen

that drifted towards the east

state, the proportion of

was Lower than

drifted west,, probably because of an apparent

sun

the proportion that

effect (see previous
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discussion, page 95)" The positions in which the Ëreatments (i. e.
different queen states) were placed, were analysed separately because
the westward t.endency for drift (currie rgï2, and Figures 10 and 11)
might either mask, or increase any effects that were due to different
queen

states or

pheromones.

Therefore, to determine if colonies with virgin queens atLracted
drones from neighboring colonies, and

to deternine if that attraction

the queents pheronones, the treated colonies were placed on
t,he east side of pairs that faced south (see Block 2, Figure 2). Thus

was due Lo

it

that drones drifting to Ëreated colonies would drift in
direction to LhaL of the apparent sun effect.

was expecËed

Lhe opposiLe

Although BuËler (1939) and Leveners (195i) had reporred rhar

coloníes with virgin queens do not at.tract or ret,ain d.rones. However,
currie (1982) observed that colonies with virgin queens appeared to

attract large

nunbers

of drones from neighboring colonies.

hypoLheses could explain more drones being found

Three

in colonies with virgin

in other colonies (i. e" queenright or queenless controls):
drifting drones may be evicted between sanpling periods in the

queens than

(1)

more

controls than in the colonies with virgin
drones may be repelled by guard bees

queens

, (z)

more

drifting

at the hive entrances of

the

control colonies and then drift back to their original hives, or (3)
more drones may drift to colonies with virgin queens because they are
attracLed by some factor related to the presence of a virgin queen in

the hive.
Differences in drift that night, have resulted from differences Ín

the rate of rejection between queenless and queenright colonies

vJere not
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apparent. Eastward drift of drones to queenless colonies did not vary
significantly fron drift to queenright colonies (Figure 15). Free and
Spencer-Booth (1961) showed that drift of both workers and drones is
greater from queenrighL to queenless colonj-es than from queenright to
queenright colonies. They proposed that this occurs because the guard
bees

in

guards

queenless colonies are less

in queenright colonies.

inclÍned to repel int.ruders than the

Queenless colonies are

also less in-

clined to evict drones than queenright colonies (Free 1957; I{oyke 1977).
Therefore, in the present sLudy differences in the number of drones
evicted between sanpling periods i-n queenright colonies, queenless
colonies and colonj-es with virgin queens might have occurred. This could
have been the cause of the observed differences in drifL between
treaLments. colonies that had caged virgin queens, caged nat.ed

or

pheromone night. have been as

tolerant, or more toleranL, of

queens

drones

than either queenless or queenright colonies.

If

drones were attracted Lo colonies

to those colonies should be higher Èhan

with virgin queens, Lhen drift

Lhe

drift to

queenless colonies.

drifted to colonies that had virgin queens than to either
or queenright colonies (Figure 15). virgin queens produce a

More drones
queenless

mating pheromone thar attracts drones while in flighr (Gary 1962). The
major coroponent of the mat.ing pheronone is t.rans-9-oxodec-2-enoic acid

(Butler and Fairey 7964;

Blum

er a1. r97r;

Boch

er a1. rg75).

The

attraction of drones Èo coloni-es with virgin queens is presumably a
result of the virgin queenrs pheromones. Bioassays t.hat used a componenÈ

of the virginrs mating attractant

pheromone, trans-9-oxodec-2-

enoic acid, in concentrations that are equal to or great.er than
found

in older virgin

queens, confirmed

t.hose

that drones are also attracted
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to colonies containing the queenrs pheromone in lieu of a queen (Figures
I4 and 15).

It could be argued that the effects

observed

in Figure

15 were due

to differences in the rate of rejection of drones by the workers in
colonies wiLh virgin queens or pheromone. Queen pheromones can
influence the physiological state of worker bees (voogd 1955; Butler
7957; velthuis et al. 1965) and queen pheromones may be one of the

factors that influences the acceptance of drones by workers (Free Ig77).
rt is possible that virgin queens (or their pheromone) might have influenced the behaviour of workers t.owards d.rones, thus making colonies

with virgin queens (or

either

pheromone) more

tolerant of drifLing drones than

or queenright colonies. To test Èhis possibility the
drifting behavíour of drones was observed j-n pairs of queenright, and
queenless

queenless and colonj-es containing
Few

virgin

queens.

drifting drones r"/ere rejected by workers at. hive

entrances

(only I-3 7.), and there appeared to be no differences in the behaviour
of guard bees towards drifting drones in any of the treatments. The
colonies in which drifting drones were observed. were also examined

on

the following day to deter¡nine if the drones that had drifted were still
presenL. It was found that drones that had drifted during the day were

not rejected by the coloniesr workers before the next sampling period.
Therefore, differences that were observed between treatment.s could not
have resulted

wiLh

different

fron differences in the rejection of
queen

d.rones by colonies

types, either by their guards at the hive entrance,

or by eviction of the drones between sampling periods.
Drones can pursue and mate wi-th queens while the queens are

re-
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turning to their colonies (Gary rgTrb; Rutrner 1966; Dixon 1g7g). Thus,
the drifting of drones to colonies wíth virgin queens could be caused by
the drones following virgin queens when the virgins return Èo their
coloni-es frorn nating flights. However, Ëhis could not occur in the
present study because the virgin queens were caged.
The drones Lhat were at.tract,ed

to the colonies with virgin

queens,

drifted afrer long flighrs (34 ninures) (Table 5). Therefore, rhe
drones that had dríft.ed to colonies with virgin queens must have been
atEracted to those hives after returníng from mating flights and not
just as they lefL the híve.
The proporËion

of drifting drones that

was

attracted by

Èhe

virgin

queents pheromone increased

in the older drones (Figure 15). rt is
known if higher proportions of older drones are attracted to virgin
queens on

found

their mating flights.

that drones that

v¡ere

not

However, zmarrícki and Morse (i963b)

attracted to mating lures were 9-23

days

old. Gerig and Gerig (1976, 1982, 19g3) sampled drones using radioconLrolled aircraft and found Ëhat higher proportions of sexually mature
drones were found closer Ëo the

or virgin

ground. It is not clear if

pheromones,

in conjunct.ion with the aircraft studies in
Gerigst experiments in 1982 and in 1983, as they were in 1976. However,
if pheronones were used, then the sexually mature (older) drones may
queens, were used

have been found

the

at the lower heights

because they are more responsj-ve to

pheromone.

Drones may

not respond to the queenfs pheromone until they are

sexually mature (1. e. older). rncreased attractíon of drones to
colonies wiËh virgin queens coincided r+ith the age when drones become
sexually mature (Figure 15), between B-23 days of age (Jaycox 196r;
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woyke and

Jasinski I97B; Kurenno1 1953 b; Rurrner 1966). The highesr

concentration of sperm i-n a dronets vas deferenLia and. seminal vesj-cles
occurs when they are B-9 days

of

sperm ent.er

old (Jaycox 196I), but the highes¡

the queents spermatheca

when queens

number

are mated with

14

day-old drones (t{oyke and Jasinski 1978). Drones will evert Lheir

genitalia
ages

r+hen

greater than 10 days o1d but nost evert when between the

of 73-23 days (Kurennoi i953b; Rurrner

As drones aged,

relative to Lhat of
to lure

queens

1966).

the att.ractiveness of older virgin
young

virgin queens.

The number

is proportional to the quantiLy of

queens increased

of drones at,tracted

Lrans-9-oxodec-2-enoic

acid in the queenrs mandibular glands (Boch er al. rg75). very little
trans-9-oxodec-2-enoic acid is found in newly energed virgin queens

the quantity of

pheromone increases

to a maximum

and

the virgin
queen is from 5-10 days o1d (Pain eL a1. 1960; Butler and paton Lg62).
1eve1 when

Higher proportions of older drífting drones were attracted to the older

virgin

queens than Lo Ëhe young

virgin

queens probably because

quantitative differences in the production of their

of

the

pheromone.

Higher proportions of drones were aLËracted to the colonies with
trans-9-oxodec-2-enoÍc acid than to those with either young or old

virgin queens. The blocks containing pheromone were replaced daily so
that similar concentrations of pheromone h/ere administered over each
day.

However, the pheromone was inixed

days.

Due Lo evaporat.ion

may have been

in batches and used over several

of the solvent. the concentration of

pheromone

higher than 100 ug, Lhe'level that would normally be found

in an older virgin

queen

(Butler and Faire y

Mated queens produce the same quantiLy

1964)

of traLs-9-oxodec-2-enoíc

1I0

acid as do older virgin queens (Butler 196I; Butler and Paton 7962),

and

they atLract as many or more drones to mating lures than do virgin
queens (Pain and Ruttner 1963; Butler and Fairey 1964; Boch

I975).

However, the number of

drifting drones that

were

colonies with mated caged queens did not differ fron the

et

a1.

attracted to
number

attracted to colonies with mated laying queens or to queenless colonies
(Figure 15). The numbers of driftÍng drones attracted to colonies with

virgin

queens was

significantly higher than the

nurnber

attracted to

colonies with caged mated queens. Differences in the attractiveness of
mated and

virgin

queens

for drifting

drones may be caused by

qualitative

differ-ences in the queenrs pheromone, perhaps with respect to relative
conLents
The

of trans

and

cis

isomers.

cis isomer of 9-oxodec-2-enoic acid is

400 times less

attractive to drones than the trans isomer, but can be photoisomerized
to the trans isomer if

exposed

for sunlight for prolonged periods

(DoolitLle et a1. 1970). Possibly naLed queens have most.ly rhe cis
isomer and therefore do not atLract drones within the
isorner

is converted t.o the trans isomer when t,he

hive. If the cis

queens are exposed to

sunlight this might explain the attractiveness of nated queens to drones
when they are placed

in nating lures.

The queents mandibular gland secreLion consists

different

compounds (Callow

of at least

et a1. 7964; Símpson 1979).
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Many auLhors

believe that other aLtractant.s or synergisLs than trans-9-oxodec-2enoic acid musL be present in queen subsLance (Gary 7962; Pain
RutLner 1963; strang 7970; Boch

and

et al. 1975). l{insron (1982) found thar

the role of different enantiomeres of (E)-9-hydroxy-2-decenoic acid

different effects on Lhe swarm clustering of worker

have

bees and he proposed

I11

that their effects on drone attraction should be re-evaluated.
qualitative differences in
queens occur

have been

pheromone production between

(Butler and Fairey L963, L964), and

identified in virgin but not

the mating process (Renner and

virgin

Other

and mated

some odours and glands

mated queens

Baumann 1964; Boch

that nay function in

et a1.

1975;

Grandperrin and Cassier 1983).
More research

is required to determine

how

the various

virgin

queents pheromones influence mating behaviour

tative

and

gin

queens

peared

qualitative differences in
of different

pheromone

ages and between

virgin

of drones. Quantiproduction beth¡een vir-

and mated queens ap-

to influence the drifting behaviour of drones.

of queen, type of

queen and age

sLudies LhaL use queens

However, the age

of drones are usually not considered in

to attract drones to

when designing bioassays,

components of

mati-ng

lures . Therefore,

careful considerat.ion should be given to the

types of queens that are used to attract. drones to mating lures.

relative

atÈracÈiveness

of these differerent

queen types

The

to drones in

flight should be re-evaluated.
hlhen

treated hives were placed on the west side of south-facing

pairs of hives the conbined effects of atÈraction to the queen's
pheromone was nasked

to

sorne extent.

by the apparenÈ sun effect

and

differences between treatment effects r{¡ere more variable (Figure 14).

Drift to

Lhe queenright controls was as

high, or higher than to the

colonies with virgin queens or pheromone (Figure 14). The driftíng of
drones

to colonies with virgín

queens and

to colonies with pheromone was

sti11 greater than the drift to queenless colonies. Drifting of

to colonies with nated laying

queens

did not vary significantly

drones

from

r72

drifting to colonies with
drones

caged mated queens. I{owever,

to queenright colonies or to colonies with caged

higer than drift to queenless colonies. This

was

the drift of
mated queens was

in contrast to

the

finding of Free and Spencer-Booth (1961), that drifting of drones frorn
queenright colonies was higher to queenless colonies than to queenright

colonies. Free

and Spencer-Booth (196I) conducted

England from mid August

to

their experiments in

September when guard bees

entrance may have been more aggressive.

at the hive

In the current study the rejec-

Lion of drones by guard bees at the hive entrance did not occur. It
expected

that

it is not

westward

drift to queenright colonies would be high,

known why fewer drones

drifted to

was

buL

queenless colonies.

Drones from queenright colonies returning from

flights

were

attracÈed to neighbouring colonies r+ith virgin queens (see previous
dj-scussion, page
coloni-es with

104). Therefore, it

virgin

queens would

was expected Ehat

also be attract.ed to their

colonies when they returned from mating flights.

virgin

queens should

retain their

the drones from

own

own

Thus colonies with

drones. Unexpectedly, the

colonies that had either virgin queens or pheromone did not retain

significantly

rnore drones than

either the queenright or

colonies (Figures 16 and 17). However, this result

queenless

d.oes agree

with the

observations of Butler (1939) and Levenets (1951),
Although

drifting

virgin queens, it.

drones are. attracted

appears

from their own colonies.

to neighboring colonies with

that they are not attracted by virgin
When

queens

both members of a pair of colonies

the same queen type, the proportion of drones that drifted

had

between pairs

with vi-rgin queens did not vary significantly from that occurri-ng between queenless colonj-es (Figure 9).
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Flight activity

may be

required to activate drones Lo search for

queens. Drones are not att.racted to virgin queens lvhile they are in the
híve (Pain 1973) and only respond to the virgin queen pheromone while in

flight.

They do not detect differences

in concentration gradi-ents of

the queenfs pheromones, but use anemot.axis to locate the queen (Butler
and Fairey
were

1964).

that drifted to colonies r+ith virgin

Drones

attracted to neighboring colonies with virgin

reLurned fron longer

queens when they

flights (Table 5) as would be expected if

search

for the queents pheronnone only while in flight.

drones

that

came frorn

responsive Lo the
should not have
cannot be

queens

drones

However, the

colonies with virgin queens should also have

virginfs

drifted

pheromone when

away from those

returning from flights

been

and

colonies. Therefore these

data

fu1ly explained by this hypothesis alone.

Although the drones from colonies wíth virgi-n queens were not
retaj-ned by those colonies, high proportions

to the colonies with virgín
subsequent

flights the

to coloníes with virgin

sa¡ne

of

them (48

Z) drifted

queens (from queenright colonies)

back

on

day (Table 6). The number that drífted back

queens was

signíficantly greater than the number

of drones that drifted back to either queenright or

queenless colonies

(Tabte 6).
Drones may become habituated

to a virgin

queenfs pheromones. Hab-

it.uation is a process through which the responsiveness of an animal to
innocuous

stimuli

and Hamilton

becomes

1976).

rnediated by Lhe

temporarily or permanently elininated (Marler

The process

of habituation is thought to

be

central nervous sysÈem and recovery from habituatÍon

take minutes, hours or days. A different form of habituation called

can

r14

sensory adaPtalion

that occurs as a result of repeated rapid stimulation

of sensory receptors
(Thorpe

can also occur,

but recovery occurs wíthin

1963). Habituation to chemical stinuli

seconds

such as kairomones

(l{aage 1979; l{eseloh 1980) and defensive pheromones (l{ohlers 1981) does

occur in insect.s.

ff drones t.hat were in colonies with virgin
to the queenrs

pheromone they would

queens were habituated

not be attracted to those colonies

returning from flights and could drift to a neighbouring colony.
If habituation does occur the recovery time j-s probably short because

when

high proportions (48 7") of the drones thaL drift away from colonies with

virgin

queens are

ff

attracted back on the

drones mate wit.h queens from

same

theír

day (Table 6).

own colony

the

brood

viability would be reduced by about 50 percent (Page and Laidlaw
Thus

1985).

natural selection should favour queens t.hat do not mate with

drones

from their own colonies. Although drones were attracted to colonies

that

virgin

queens (Figure

queens from

flighL.
their

virgin

have

their

The mechanisrn

own colony

It

ou¡n

is not

at heights

Jacobson 1972) and

known

to

pursue

colony when the queen leaves on its matíng

that prevents drones from mating with

queens fron

known.

was formerly thoughL

pheromones

15), drones are not

that drones did not

below 10 m (Ruttner 1957;

respond

to the

queenrs

Butler and F'airey

that could act as a rnechanism to prevent drones from

inbreeding by chasing queens fron their own colonies as they left

flights.
queens

However, drones have been reported

at heights as low as 1-2 m (Gerig

on

to be attracted to virgin

and Gerig 1982; Tribe l9B2),

and several authors have observed drones pursuing
queens

1964;

or mating with virgin

returning to their hives from rnating flights (Gary I977b; Ruttner

i15

1979).

1966; Dixon

Drones

returning fron flights were even attracted to

hives that had virgin queens in the present study (Figure 15).
Therefore, the height at which attraction occurs would not be

effective

mechansirn

an

for the prevention of inbreeding.

It is possible that, drones search for virgin

queens

only after

a

certain length of time in flight, andfor that drones habituated to the

virgin

queeenrs pheromone from

their

own colony and

vi-rgin queens that. leave on mating flights from the
Habituation to sexual stimuli is a

common

thus cannot detect
drones

I

own colony.

behavioural mechanism for

terminating bouLs of sexual behaviour (Marler and Hamilton 1976).
AnÍmals

that

to a stimulus will often respond
with a nev¡ stimulus (e. g. a different mate),

have been habiLuated

strongly if presenLed

or

if the stirnulus is presented in a ne\,r situatj-on. If drones can be habituated Lo Lhe queents pheronone they would not be able Lo detect the
presence

of the queen through her

pheromones when she

flights.

Thus habiLuation

mechanism

for preventing drones from mating with

to the virgints

pheromones

left on mating
night act as

queens from

their

a
own

colonies.
More research

with

is

needed

queens from Èheir orvn

the queenrs
i-nbreeding

pheromone and

in

honey bees.

to

det.ermine, how frequently drones mate

colonies, if drones can become habituated to

if Lhis can act as a mechanism to prevent
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CHAPTER

VI

SU},MARY

A technique
up

to

B

for marking drones with individually

different colours

numbered

tags of

was developed. Gluing tags onto drones with

nail polish or Testors plastic

model cement,

did not reduce the

longeviLy of caged worker bees. hlhen the number of tags that

was

retained by marked worker bees was considered, t,he number of bees marked

with Lags that survived did not differ significanÈly from the number of
bees narked with Areo Gloss dope. Nail polish was effective for gluing
tags onto the thoraces of drones. Llhen commercially nade tags were

for

used

markíng drones' more Lags were retained when tags were at¡ached with

nail polish than when the glue supplíed wíth the tags was used.
The acceptance

of

marked drones that. were introd.uced

was highest when drones were confined

into colonies

within the colony overnight

by

placing a queen excluder between the boLtom board of the hive and the
bottom

box.

Acceptance was higher when drones were introduced into

colonies in the afternoon using excluders than when drones were
j-ntroduced

in the evening or on t.he following morníng. Introduction of
drones, using this technique, did not reduce the population of drones
already present in the colony. The highest acceptance of
occurred

in the evenings if

(1. e. no excluders

marked. drones

drones were noÈ confined wiLhin the colony

were used).

The optirnal number

of drones for introduction into single storey

colonies was 50. The number of drones accepted by a colony after

a

I17

period of five days did noË vary significantly when either 95 or 50
drones were int.roduced, but was greater than when only 25 drones were

introduced" The optimal

of drones to introduce into a colony
probably varies with factors that influence worker tolerance of d.rones
such as t.he amount

number

of forage available, the colonyts

queen

type, the

colony size, or environmental conditions.

significant differences in the proportion of drones
that drifted between pai-rs of hives facing different directions when
There were no

coloni-es were

all queenright.

virgin queens, then

Lhe proportion

that faced east or liest
between hives

!,Jhen

colonies were queenless, or

of drones

was higher than

LhaL

drifted

had

between pairs

the proportion thaL drifted

that faced north or south. In pairs that faced north or

south Lhere viere no significanÈ differences in Lhe proportion of drones

that drifted

between queenright

coloníes, queenless colonies or colonies

with virgin queens. rn pairs of hives that faced east or west the
amount of drift between queenless colonies did not differ significantly
from colonies with virgin queens, but was higher Èhan the amount that

drifted

beÈween

queenright colonies.

rn pairs of hives that faced north or south a higher proportion of
drones tended to drift towards the west. A higher proportion of drones
to drift towards t,he south in pairs that faced east or west.
However, these differences were significant only in sout.h- and eastfacing pairs. These trends varied. only slightly r+ith the colonyts queen
tended

state and with the different age-groups of drones. The direction in
which drones

drifted

The proporti-on

\"ras

most consistent

in south-facing pairs.

of drones that drifted east díd

noL vary

i18

significantly from the proportion that drifted west, in the average
flight of the day afLer which drones drífted, in the average Lime of

day

that drones drífted, or in the number of times that drones drifted per
day. However, drones that drifted west did so after longer flights than
did drones that drifted
The directions

easL.

in which drones drifted in pairs of hives Lhat

N, S, E, and l{, were correlated with the position and apparent

of the sun and indicated t,hat drones

may use

The proportion

movement.

the sun as an ori-enLation

cue, and Lhat they rnay be able Lo compensate for the apparent

of the sun.

faced

of drones thaL drift,ed

between

movement

pairs did not

vary significantly between groups of drones that were 5-10, 10-15, I5-2O
and 20-25 days

old, but

tended

A higher proportion

virgin

queens

of

to

decrease

with the age of

drones were atLracted

Ëhe drone.

to colonies with

or to colonies with lures containing a component. of

the

virgin queenfs pheromone (Ërans-9-oxodec-2-enoic acid), than to either
queenless or queenright colonies. Higher proportions of older drones
were aLtacted

to the colonies with virgin queens.

were aLLracted

to older virgin

queens than Èo younger

have been caused by quantitative changes
produced by

virgin

Drones were

queens

More older drones

of different

in the

ones. This nay

amount

of

pherornone

ages.

not attracted to colonies with caged nated queens

though mated queens produce the same quantity

even

of trans-9-oxodec-2-enoic

acid as do older virgin queens. Qualitative differences in the
pheromones produced by

virgin

and mated queens may be responsible

for

these differences. Drones were attracted to neighbouring colonles with

virg:-n queens Hhen returning from flighLs that averaged about 30 ninutes

in

lengLh

119

The

at.traction of drones to colonies wit.h virgin queens or

pheromones was rnasked when drones

drifted to treated colonies that

were

placed to the west because the westward tendency of drift in the
queenright control colonies was already high due to the apparent sun

effect. Drift to colonÍes with virgin

queens was lower than

drift to

queenright colonies, but was sti11 higher than drift to queenless
colonies.
Although colonies with

virgin

colonj-es they did not reLain
queens

their

queens had

attracted drones from ot,her

own drones;

did not aÈtract drones from their

returned from mating flights.

virgin

queens

evidently the virgin

own colonies when those drones

However, aft.er drones from colonies with

drifted to a neighbouring queenright colony a higher

proporLion GB7") drifLed back to the colonies with virgin queens
subsequent

(r97")

flight.s (that

coloníes.

queens only

of virgin

same

The reason

day) than to queenrighl (I07") or queenless

for this

after taking flight, or

queens from

their

on

own

may be
become

that drones search for

habituated to the pheromone

colonies. This would prevent

them from

pursuing the queens from their own colony when they are leaving, on or

returning from flights.

The

possibility that

drones may

become

habituated to the pheromone of virgin queens frorn their own colony,

the possible role that Lhis might have as a

mechanism

for preventing

inbreeding in honey bees requires further investigation.

and
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(mml

1.8
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Temperature

Max Min
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5.0

16. s
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11 .5
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0.5
3.0
17

"5

0.0
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0.0
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0"0

25.O
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28.5
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19. s

28.5
30.5
32.0
30.0
33.0
23.O

31.0
31 .0
34.0

13/o\l84

1"5

32.O
28"5
33. s

14/08/s4
rs/08/84
16/08/84

0.0
0.0
0"0

31.0
24.0
30.0

Environment Canada I¡Jeather data

4.O

t2.o
17.0
18.0
13.3

8.0
7.5
3.5
6.0
11.0
15.5
18.0
15.0
15.5
12.5
2.O
10.0
16.0
15.5
20.0
22.0
14.0
11 .5
L7 "5
18.0
22.O

16.0
16"s
20.0
11 .0

t2.o

C

lvlean

15.3
22.0
24.8
2r.5
1s.0
15.5
9.s
11.5
15.3
18. 5
20.3
22.8
2r.8
19.8
13. B
10.8
19.3
23.3
23.8

zs.o
"5
18.s
2I.3
24"3
26.0
27

27 .O
22"3
25 "O
25.5
17 "5
21"O

for Glenlea l'{anitoba.

insol-

ation(h)
13.6
10" 3

4.L
4.3
0.0
7.O

0.0
15.0
t5 .2
L4.5

3.4
5.8
4.7
8. 6

5.9

r3.7
13.0
10. 9

.9
8.4

11

9"2

s.9
r4.3
r2.4
r4.3
9.3
10"0
13. I

5.6
12.6
7

"B
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t3,1983

AUGUST
7

4.1

6'OO
63.8
5'OO

54.4
4,O

15.3

23.3

4 8.O

O

RATE OF CHANGE

IN AZIMUTH(")

39.2

3'OO

2'OO

35.4

35.8

I'OO

AUGUST

I2'OO

ZENITH ANGLE (")
T

I

ME OF DAY

( C. S.T. }

20, I983

76.O
6= OO

65.7

t2.g

5'OO

56.4

4,OO

t5.2

22.4

4g.O
2,O

O

RATE OF CHANGE
I

4t.4

3'OO

24.O

37.6
l,OO

N

AZIMUTH (")

37.8 ZENITH ANGLE (")
IZ,OO TtME OF DAy ( C.S.T.)

i n the zenith and azimuth ansl es of the sun throushouË. the
The
chanse
-_-------o
day on t.he dates that the experiments on the effects of the position
and apparent. movement of the sun, !¡ere replicated.
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E= Pos lTloN OF
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O=CHANGE lN AZIMUTH
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a.t ,

The theoretical direction in which more drones should drift if: (A)
drones did not compensate for the apparent movement of the sun; (B) if
drones under compensated; (C) if drones overcompensated.

